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National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594

September 20, 2018

Re:

National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) No. FOIA-2015-00435
July 17, 1996, East Moriches, New York (DCA96MA070)

This letter responds to your FOIA request for all memos or emails mentioning the reopening of the above investigation sent or issued during calendar 2013. Enclosed is the
information you requested on CD-ROM, totaling 103 pages of records.
We partially withheld personal information, notably direct business telephone numbers
and e-mail addresses, personal telephone numbers and addresses, pursuant to 5 U.S.C.
552(b)(6), which exempts from disclosure "personnel and medical files and similar files the
disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." We
redacted 3 5 pages with this information.
lbe NTSB has concluded processing your FOIA. No fees are being charged for
processing the request. You may contact Tamara Crawford, the analyst who processed
your request, as well as our FOIA Public Liaison at 202-314-6540 for any further
assistance and to discuss any aspect of your request. Additionally, you may contact
the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA) to inquire about the FOIA mediation services they
offer. The contact information for OGIS is as follows: OGIS, NARA, 8601 Adelphi
Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone
at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile at202-741-5769.
If you

are not satisfied with the response to this request, you may
administratively appeal by writing to the NTSB, Attn: Mr. Dennis Jones, Managing
Director, 490 L'Enfant Plaza, SW, Washington, D.C. 20594. Your appeal must be

postmarked or electronically transmitted within 90 days of the date of the response to your
request.
Sincerely,

\...

~tl<--¥
Melba D. Moye
FOIA Officer

Enclosure

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mayer David
17 Sep 2013 09:44:41-0400
Moye Melba
FW: TWA 800 movie
Petition for Reconsideration, The TWA 800 Project, 6-19-2013.pdf

Another email
From: Tochen David

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 11:42 AM
To: Mayer David
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie

From: Mayer David

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 11:07 AM
To: Tochen David
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie

Thanks!
From: Tochen David

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 11:05 AM
To: Mayer David
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie

I'll have Avis scan it and sent it to you and Shalonda.
From: Mayer David

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:57 AM
To: Tochen David
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie

Delightful. I would like to get a copy scanned and entered into CNS for assignment.
May I ask Shalonda to borrow it from you for scanning?
From: Tochen David

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:54 AM
To: Nantel, Kelly; Hersman Debbie
Cc: Delisi John; Kally Joseph; Schulze Dana; Ritter James; Zoeller Thomas; Gormley Erin; Mayer David;
Gawalt Ann; Jane Terry; Sledzik Paul; Bryson Sharon; Klejst Stephen; PA
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie

A process server just served GC with The TWA 800 Project's "Petition for the Reconsideration and
Modification of the National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable
Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800," dated today.
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The transmittal letter addressed to me is signed by Henry F. Hughes, Senior NTSB Investigator, retired,
and Mr. Hughes and Thomas Stalcup are listed on the cover page of the petition as the points of contact.
The petition indicates the Petitioners "include investigators for the original [NTSB] investigation, family
members of crash victims, former airline crash investigators, and concerned scientists."
The petition also states it "is based upon new and material evidence and analyses that refute the NTSB's
original findings and is submitted in accordance with NTSB Reg. §845.41(a}."
The petition is 24 pages in length and includes 70+ pages in exhibits (mostly FBI summaries of
interviews it conducted in the summer of 1996 and signed forms identifying the various petitioners}.

Oa\'id J"ochcn

(Jenera! Counsel
National Transportation Safety Board
Kb)(6)

kdircct)

202-314-6090 (fax)
!b)(6)

From: Nantel, Kelly

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:12 AM
To: Hersman Debbie
Cc: Delisi John; Kally Joseph; Schulze Dana; Ritter James; Zoeller Thomas; Gormley Erin; Mayer David;
Tochen David; Gawalt Ann; Jane Terry; Sledzik Paul; Bryson Sharon; Klejst Stephen; PA
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie

All - FYI, both ABC and NBC are here on The Hill and looking to talk about TWA 800. As a
result, the Chainnan will quickly address them after the hearing is over.

-----Original Message----From: Nantel, Kelly
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 08:58 AM Eastern Standard Time
To: Hersman Debbie
Cc: Delisi John; Kolly Joseph; Schulze Dana; Ritter James; Zoeller Thomas; Gormley Erin;
Mayer David; Tochen David; Gmvalt Ann; Jane Terry; Sledzik Paul; Bryson Sharon; Klejst
Stephen; PA
Subject: RE: TWA 800 movie
Chairman - this morning CNN pushed a story on the movie, followed by a story on G\1A and an AP article. I've
talked to all the major outlets and while none are terribly thrilled about it - like a game of domino~. they are now
compelled to follow ~uit and do a ~tory. Torn Co~tello asked for you lo do an on camera - I declined the ol1Cr. They
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understood. We'll continue to manage it by sharing the facts and giving some context to the movie.
Eric will be li~tcning in on the press briefing and will report back to me when it'~ over.
You should be prepared to addrc~~ any question~ that may come up today, while on the Hill.
Thanks.
-----Original \1essage----From: Nantcl, Kelly
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 8:26 PM
To: llersman Debbie
Cc: Delisi John; Kolly Joseph; Schulze Dana; Ritter James; Zoeller Thoma~; Gormley Erin; Mayer David: Tochcn
David; Gawalt Ann; Jane Terry; SledLik Paul: Bryson Sharon; Klejsl Stephen; PA
Subject: TWA 800 movie
Chairman - as you may be aware, tomorrow the producers who created the soon-to-be-released movie on the TWA
800 accident investigation are holding a telephone briefing with reporters. The movie is timed to be released on the
anniversaty of the accident in July and they are purportedly submitting a petition for reconsideration.
Today, afl:er working \vith David Mayer, David Tochen, John Delisi and Tom Zoeller, PA crafted the below set of
talking points to use in response to media inquiries.
So far tonight. I've talked to Matt Wald. Lisa Stark, Jay Blackmon, Alan Levin and \1ike Ahlers about the release of
the movie. All five reporters covered the investigation at the time and none seem terribly inclined to do a story. Each
ha~ said that the mo\'ic doesn't ~ccm to rai~c any new information - though all they all were 'intrigued' by the former
NTSB investigator'~ involvement in the project.
I su~pcct we'll receive a number of calb on this tomorrow and am prepared to handle them as they come but wanted
you to be aware of the situation. Plea~c let me know if you have any concern~. Thank you!
TALKING POINTS:
The NTSB 1~ aware of the movie and the producers' intent to file a petition for reconsideration. A~ required by
NTSB regulation. a petition for reconsideration of Board findings or a probable cause dctcm1ination mu~t he ha~ed
on the di~covcry of NEW evidence or on a showing that the Board's findings arc erroneous. At this point, the NTSB
ha~ not received a petition, however. we ~land ready to review one, should it be filed.
As a matter of course, all petitions for reconsideration are thoroughly revie,Ned and a detennination is usually made
within about 60 days. If the request requires more than 60 days for revie,N. the NTSB informs the petitioner that
more time is required. indicating the reason why and an estimated decision date.
While the NTSB rarely re-investigates issues that have already been examined, our investigations are never closed
and we can reviev,· any new information not previously considered by the Board.
As you know, the NTSB conducts very thorough and methodical investigations. The TWA Hight 800 investigation
lasted four years and remains one of the NTSB's most detailed investigations. Investigators took great care
reviev,ring, documenting and analyzing facts and data and held a five-day hearing to gather additional facts before
determining the probable cause of the accident during a two-day Board meeting.
The NTSB'~ final report ofthi~ in\'cstigation includes more than 400 pages of detailed information, and it can be
accessed here. The NTSB's docket of which ha~ been available to the public since the latc-1990~ contains more
than 17,000 page~ of ~upporting material. Rcqucsb for material from the docket may he made ming our on line
contact fom1, or by calling 800-877-6799.
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June I 9, 2013

David Tochen, Esquire
General Counsel
National 1·ransportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza
Washington, DC 20594
Dear Mr. Tochen:
Enclosed with this letter is a Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of the
National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable
Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800.
We look forward to your consideration of its contents and to your response. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.

,
f. Huglies
Senior NTSB Investigator, Retired
The TWA 800 Project
Tel:l(b)(6)

I
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Petition for the Reconsideration and
Modification of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Findings
and Determination of the Probable Cause
for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project
6/19/2013

Contact:
Henry F. Hughes
Senior NTSB Investigator, Retired
Tel: (71(b)(6)
Ematl:
.

I

'------~

Thomas F. Stalcup, Ph.D.
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Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the
Probable Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
Tlie TWA 800 Project
6/1912013

The Petitioners, which include investigators from the original National Transportation
Safety Board (NTSB) investigation, family members of crash victims, former airline
crash investigators, and concerned scientists, hereby request Reconsideration and
Modification of the National Tran'."lportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination
of the Probable Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800. This petition is based upon
new and material evidence and analyses that refute the NTSB's original findings and is
submitted in accordance with NTSI3 Reg. §845.41(a).
NTSB Reg. §845.4l(a) states:

Petitions/or reconsideration or modification of the Board~·findings and determination
ofprobuble cause . .. will be entertained only if based on the discovery of new evidence
or on a showing that the Board's findings are erroneous.
The Petitioners have reviewed the .FAA radar evidence along with new evidence not
available to the NTSB during the official investigation and contend that the NTSB's
probable cause determination is erroneous and should be reconsidered and modified
accordingly.
New evidence includes:
1.
Two new analyses of FAA radar data,
2.
Twenty FBI eyewitness interview summaries apparently not previously available
to the NTSB.
3.
Analysis of"spike-tooth" fractures found in multiple locations.
4.
Evidence of explosive residue detected in multiple locations other than the
forward cargo hold and floor hoards.
Furthermore, based on a critical analysis of the new evidence, NTSB finding #8, which
states "that witness observations of a streak of light. .. was burning fuel from the
accident airplane in crippled flight..." will be shown to be erroneous.

I
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New Evidence and Analyses

Two new analyses of the FAA radar evidence demonstrate that the explosion that
caused the crash did not result from a low-velocity fuel-air explosion as the NTSB has
determined. Rather. it was caused by a detonation or high-velocity explosion.
On page 260 of the NTSB Final Report the fuel-air explosion that caused the crash is
described as an "overpressure event," which caused a forward wall of the tank to
fracture "at its upper end and ...rotate forward about its lower end." After this wall and
other adjacent nearby fuel tank wal1s were recovered in Large sections and analyzed,
NTSB investigators working with scientists contracted by the NTSB concluded that the
explosion was a low-velocity event or deflagration. Had the tank detonated, the NTSB
investigators and outside experts surmised, the recovered center tank wreckage would
have been significantly more fragmented.
The official probable cause for the crash therefore rests on the determination of a lowvelocity overpressure event that resulted in failure of the center fuel tank at the forward
aspect and that because of the location of the failure, forces would be directed
longitudinally forward with respect to the airplane.
The radar evidence however, shows that a far more powerful and sideways projected
explosion occurred simultaneously with the loss of the aircraft's electrical power, which
sent debris perpendicular to the accident aircraft's flight path, traveling approximately
l /2 miJe due south.
We have found no NTSB analysis of or accounting for this high-speed debris in the
NTSB public docket or the final report.
Additional new material evidence includes a collection of twenty FBI eyewitness
intetView summary documents. Many of the witness statements summarized in this
collection describe a firework or streak of light that ascended to where TWA Flight 800
exploded.
During the course of the initial investigation, the NTSB investigators as well as parties
to the investigation were denied the opportunity to interview eyewitnesses or to review

FBI form 302 eyewitness summary documents. At this crucial time, within two weeks
of the crash and after interviewing hundreds of eyewitnesses, FBI investigators were
finalizing a report that concluded there was a "high probability" that a missile caused
the crash. 1

An internal CIA memo dated July 30, 1996 and attached to this petition discusses an FBI report
being finalized at the time with the conclusion that there is "high probability that the incident was
caused by a MANPAD [shoulder launched missile]". One of the FBI agents involved in the witness
interviews and a co-author of this FBI report was described in the CIA memo as a former military pilot
with radar and avionics experience.

2
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The failure of the NTSB to provide investigators access to all of this data in the critical
early stages of the investigation was unprecedented in that it violated well established
NTSB policy and customs regarding data availability. Such a denial of data has never
occurred prior to or since the TWA Flight 800 investigation.
We are attaching FBI form 302 witness summaries to this petition. These new witness
summaries contain descriptions of rising streaks of light and other observations that do
not corroborate the official crash sequence determined by the NTSB. Observations in
the attached witness documents, combined with the observations of an important
grouping of witnesses among the 670 summaries that the FBI ultimately provided to the
NTSB during the investigation should be reviewed and collated to determine if the
eighth finding in the NTSB report is, as we believe, erroneous and does not fairly
summarize witness observations.
More than I 00 spike tooth fractures were found on various aluminum wreckage items
from areas throughout the aircraft. According to the NTSB Structures Group Factual
Report (Exhibit 7A), ;'spike tooth characteristic[s] are indicative of a very rapid strain
rate produced by a high energy event." We have found no NTSB report or analysis
describing an event in the official crash sequence that could have caused these fractures.
We detennined that the NTSB has not adequately investigated or accounted for the
spike tooth fractures. Our analysis highlights a grouping of these fractures that remain
unaccounted for in the official scenario. This grouping of fractures was found on
wreckage items that landed in the earliest debris field and hit the water at relatively low
velocities. These fractures most likely occurred while the aircraft was in the air. In the
officially proposed crash sequence, there is no mention of any high energy event.
We urge the NTSB to conduct and publish the necessary analysis to determine the
minimum energy and velocities required to generate representative spike tooth fractures
on aircraft components landing in all three debris fields and to show which segment of
the official crash sequence contained sufficiently high energy to create these fractures
throughout the jetliner.
A large number of aircraft wreckage items tested positive for explosives. PETN, for
example, was reportedly detected on the aircraft's right wing and on at least one
floorboard. According to investigators who worked inside the reconstruction hangar,
RDX was detected on a canvas cargo bay curtain. The NTSB final report only mentions
three items testing positive for explosives--a "piece of canvas-like material and two
pieces of floor panel"--and suggests they were deposited during a "dog-training
explosive detection exercise"2 that allegedly took place inside the passenger cabin of the
accident aircraft six weeks before the crash. However. during such an exercise,
explosives would not have been deposited on a curtain in the cargo bay, on the right

2 NTSB Final Report on the crash ofTW A Fligh.t 800, pg. 118, 2000

3
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wing, or on other wreckage items outside the passenger cabin.
Our investigation has determined that there were approximately 100 or more explosives
detections. The NTSB shou]d immediately request all evidence and information from
the FBI regarding these detections, treat each detection as new evidence, and then
thoroughly study and document them. A comprehensive report should then be
published that explains the origin of each detection inside and outside of the passenger
cabin. The NTSB should also careful1y review all documents pertaining to the "dogsniffing" exercise to verify how conclusively they prove that the exercise was, in fact,
conducted on the jetliner that became TWA Flight 800. Our investigation has
determined that the exercise did not, in fact, occur on that aircraft.

Concerns and Recommendations
During this review, we urge the NTSB to isolate and study all of the witness accounts
that include descriptions of an ascending streak of light. These are very critical
eyewitness accounts, since the NTSB previously determined that they included
observations of the earliest moments of the crash. Unlike the majority of witnesses who
only saw events near the end of the crash sequence, many witnesses in this early
grouping described the trajectory of the ascending light and the characteristics of the
explosion that apparently initiated TWA 800's demise.
Since the NTSB announced at its final hearing on the crash in August 2000 and stated in
its eighth finding in the final report that the ascending light that eyewitnesses saw was
TWA Flight 800 in crippled flight, it is important to compare these eyewitness accounts
with what can be deduced about Flight 8001s final moments.
In addition to an analysis of eyewitness evidence presented in this petition, and in a
further effort to establish whether or not Finding 8 is accurate, we request that the NTSB
conduct a detailed review of the Witness Group Chairman's August 2000 Sunshine
hearing presentation. We believe that an objective review of the transcript will show
that the Witness Group Chairman misrepresented the observations of important
eyewitnesses, omitted important details from the accounts of airborne military
witnesses, and significantly understated the number of witness accounts that conflicted
with the official crash sequence.
Since the language in Finding 8 was provided by the Witness Group Chairman, we
believe that his performance at the Sunshine hearing should be taken into account when
considering whether or not that finding is accurate.
We also have serious concerns regarding the validity of the debris field database. The
NTSB originaJ]y contracted Oceaneering to create and maintain the wreckage recovery
location database, and then later assigned two NTSB employees as "project
coordinators" for this effort. One of the two NTSB project coordinators was observed
changing wreckage recovery location data for various wreckage items without
informing or consulting the NTSB Group Chainnan responsible for that wreckage.
4
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That Group Chairman and several group members complained to NTSB management
and a meeting was ultimately held to rectify the situation. According to the Group
Chairman and the group members who attended this meeting, none of the location
changes were satisfactorily justified. To this day, those location changes remain
unchanged in the database. We request that this issue be revisited and that the database
be revalidated.
We arc concerned that the NTSB did not require certain investigative groups to provide
analyses of their findings, which are required per the NTSB's own investigative
protocols and which have been provided in all previous NTSB investigations. The
NTSB should immediately order that these necessary analysis reports be produced.
Finally, we are deeply concerned that the NTSB has never met with the medical
examiner to discuss the NTSB's findings or probable cause determination, as is
customary to facilitate the official manner of death determination for the death·
certificates of the TWA 800 victims. Because of this lapse, the manner of death for all
230 victims is still pending. We urge the NTSB to meet with the Suffolk County
Medical Examiner so that these death certificates can be finalized.
Should you have any questions regarding this petition or any of the information
contained herein, please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.
Sincerely,

Henry F. ughes
Senior N SB Investigator, Ret.
The TWA 800 Project

5
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New Analysis: Radar Tracking of High Velocity Debris
Within 8.5 seconds of TWA Flight 800 losing electrical power, a heavy concentration of
light debris began appearing on the FAA radar between l/3 and 1/2 mile due south of
and almost perpendicular to TWA flight SO-O's flight path. The majority of this debris
stopped mo:!>t of its horizontal motion and began falling to the cx:ean 1/2 mile south of
where TWA Flight 800 lost electrical power. As it fell to the ocean, the wind carried this
debris toward the SE for more than ten minutes. The Islip, White Plains, and JFK radar
sites recorded the debris as it felJ. When ploned over time, the radar returns from this
debris appear as a distinctive, diagonal band, a'.l shown on the NTSB radar plot below.
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Figure 1: NTSB radar plot from page 44 of the Airplane Performance Study (Exhibit 13A). The
band of debris in question has been circled by the petitioners with a thick black llne.
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At the 1997 NTSB hearing in Baltimore, NTSB investigator John Clark testified that the
above-mentioned plume of radar returns (circled with a thick black line above) was
"consistent with the explosion" that caused the crash. However, Mr. Clark did not
provide a scientific basis for that conclusion nor did he attempt to further characterize
that explosion by presenting an analysis of the subject radar returns. Our analysis of the
speed and direction of the circled radar returns presented below demonstrates that the
explosion responsible for the propagation of these returns was, in fact, a high velocity
explosion--a detonation. The otTicial NTSB theory for the crash is based on the
assumption that the explosion in question was a low-velocity explosion or deflagration
of fuel-air vapors and therefore cannot account for this radar-recorded detonation.

Ground Speed Calculation
To calculate the ground speed of the radar-recorded debris, Flight 800's position at the
time of the explosion must be determined, as well as the time and position of the debris.
Al1 of this information can be obtained either directly or extrapolated from the raw radar
data.
TWA Flight 800 exploded within approximately one second of the Islip radar site
receiving its Last secondary return (secondary returns indicate an aircraft has electrical
power). Based on a linear extrapolation of the Islip radar returns from the last
secondary return, TWA Flight 800 was 8.66 nautical miles south of the Islip radar
antenna at the time. Approximately 8.5 seconds later, the Islip antenna recorded a radar
return 9.12 nautical miles south of Islip antenna and due south of Flight 800's position
when it lost electrical power. This was the first of a cluster of returns essentially
perpendicular to TWA 800 1 s track recorded by both the Islip and White Plains radar
facilities.

If as stated by the NTSB this cluster of radar returns represents debris leaving the
airframe during or after the initial explosion, its average ground speed was
approximately (9.12- 8.66)/8.5 nautical miles per second or 195 knots (100.3 mis).

Error Analysis
To determine the uncertainties associated with the velocity of this debris as determined
by radar, we calculated the upper and Lower limits of the debris speed, based on the
accuracy of FAA radar sites published by the NTSB in the "Addendum I to Main
Wreckage Flight Path Study".
That Addendum lists the azimuth and range accuracies for the Islip, White Plains, and
JFK radar sites as+/- l/2 the azimuth change pulse (or ACP which is 0.04 degrees) and
1/16 nautical miJe respectively. For brevity, we will focus on the Islip radar site;
however, a similar analysis can be conducted with data recorded by the White Plains

7
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site.
Since the returns in question appear nearly due south of where TWA Flight 800 lost
electrical power, only an analysis of the north-south displacement is necessary.
Therefore the accuracy of each radar hit in the north-south direction must be
determined.
TWA Flight 800 was approximately 9 miles south and 20 miles east of the Islip radar
antenna. The north-south portion of the range accuracy is+/- ( 1/16 nautical miles)*sin
(theta), where theta is tan -l (9/20) = 24.23°. Therefore, the north-south accuracy based
on the range accuracy is+/- 0.026 nautical miles.
Since TWA Flight 800 was approximately 22 nautical miles away from the Islip
antenna, the maximum azimuth accuracy is +/-22*sin (ACP) = +/- 22*sin (0.04) = +/0.0154 nautical miles. And the north-south portion of the azimuth accuracy is+/- 0.0154
* cos (24.23) ~ +/- 0.014 nautical miles.
Combining the two sources of error results in a total north-south accuracy of Islip radar
returns in the vicinity of the crash of TWA Flight 800 of+/- (0.026 + 0.014) nautical
miles=+/- 0.04 nautical miles.
When considering this source of error, the minimum ground speed of the debris is (9.08
- 8.7)/8.5 nm/second or 161 knots and the maximum is (9.16 -8.62)/8.5 nm/second or
211 knots. Therefore, the Islip radar site recorded debris exiting the area of the aircraft,
traveling approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of a nautical mile at an average ground speed of
between 161 (82.8mis) and 21 I knots (108.Smis).

Vector Analysis: Determining the Debris' Speed Relative to TWA Flight 800
To determine the average speed of this debris relative to the accident aircraft over the
8.5-second period, vector analysis is necessary. Before the explosion, any material on
the aircraft that could become debris travels at the same velocity as the aircraft since it is
still part of the aircraft. Therefore the aircraft velocity must be considered when
calculating the speed of the debris within the aircraft's reference frame.
Since Flight 800 was traveling ENE (approximately 71 degrees from true north) at 385
knots (198 mis), its northern speed component was 385* cos (71) ~ 125 knots (64.3 mis)
and it is labeled 'i' in Figure 2 below. Since the debris was moving due south, its
velocity ( 161 to 211 knots) must be added to the accident aircraft's northern velocity
component (125 knots), yielding a minimum speed of 286 knots (147 mis) and a
maximum speed of 336 knots (172.9 mis) in the south direction relative to the aircraft.
The eastern speed component of Flight 800 can be ca1culated in a manner similar to the
northern speed component using 385* sin (71) = 364 knots. It is labeled 'j' in Figure 2

8
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below.

Using the Pythagorean Theorem, the average speed of the debris relative to the accident
aircraft was between 463 and 495 knots or between 238 and 255 mis.

Vector Analysis
Calculating Debris Velocity
Relative to Flight 800

J ..·..... .,.........................
. ........ ..... .......... "" ... ······,.
...-'"7'

A
N

A: Debris ground velocity 195 knots.
B: Flight 800 ground velocity. 385 knots.

A

C: Debris velocity relative to
Flight 800: 485 knots.
i: Flight 800 northern speed
component; 125 knots.

j: Flight 800 eastern speed
component: 364 knots.

C

=W+ AJ

2

+ j' = 485 knots

Figure 2: Addition o1 F'light 800 and debris velocity vect.ors. The b!ue line labeled C represents
the debris' velocity relative to Flight 800. Lines A and B represent the ground velocities of the
debris and Flight 800 respectively. Lines i and j represent Flight 800's northern and eastern
speed components.

It is important to realize that the velocities discussed abovt: are averages over 8.5
seconds. Because of the extreme forces of air resistance at those speeds and because the
debris was likely very light since it can be seen drifting with the wind for more than ten
minutes, its initial exit ,·elocity was most likely considerably greater than its average
speed over the 8.5 second interval In fact, we show below that the exit velocity of the
debris was far greater than the speed of sound (supersonic). Consequently, the
explosion that ejected this debris was a detonation, not a fuel-air deflagration.
9
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Even in the physically unlikely case that the average speed of the debris over eight and a
half seconds represented the initial exit velocity of this debris, its velocity would have
been more than twice that of the pressure wave created by a fuel-air deflagration. This
is known because Dr. Melvin Baer of Sandia Laboratory, on behalf of the NTSB,
calculated that the fuel-air deflagration resulted in a pressure wave traveling
3
approximately 100 mis.
Furthermore, the NTSB proposed fuel-air deflagration caused the front wall of the
center wing tank to rotate forward and downward, thus projecting any debris in a
forward direction relative to the airplane. There is no sideways displacement of any
aircraft wreckage from the alleged fuel-air explosion cited in the NTSB Sequencing
Study or any other NTSR report.
Comparison with Official Scenario

As described above, the officially proposed fuel-air explosion was a low-velocity event
or deflagration. This finding was reached by all the relevant experts who analyzed the
wreckage, as well as by scientists who conducted real-world and simulated explosion
tests. Their finding was based on the fact that most of the fuel tank structures were
recovered in large sections. Had the proposed explosion been high-velocity or a
detonation, the fuel tank's structures would have been significantly more fragmented.
Dr. Melvin Baer of Sandia Laboratory was contracted by the NTSB to generate
computer simulations of the proposed explosion, and in 1998 he issued the report "A
Combustion Model for the TWA 800 Center-Wing Fuel Tank Explosion". As noted
above, based on his computer modeling and a review of the aircraft wreckage, Dr. Baer
determined that the velocity of the officially proposed fuel-air explosion would have
been just I 00 mis.
Dr. Baer added that it was unlikely the explosion would accelerate any wreckage items
to that speed because of inertia and other physical effects. Nevertheless, in an attempt

3
Private email communication between Dr. Melvin Baer and independent investigator Dr.
Tom Stalcup. Dr. Baer provided a flame speed of 100 mis for the deflagration, but said that it would be
unlikely that any debris reached this velocity from the deflagration alone.

4
The exception was the left wall of the center wing fuel tank, called the left side of body
rib (LSOB). This wall was severely fragmented, but pieces were curled inward, into the center wing tank, a
finding that is inconsistent with this damage resulting from an internal explosion of the center-wing fuel
tank.

10
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to provide the NSTB's official scenario the best possible chance of matchtng the radar
evidence. we will present a graphical simulation (Figure 3 below) which allows
wreckage to reach this speed during the fuel-air deflagration and provides other
exceptions.
1)
Instead of the officially proposed explosion being forward moving as determined
by the NTSB, we will assume its direction was rearward and to the right (see the red
arrows in Figure 3).
2)
We will prescribe an exit velocity equaf to the explosion velocity: 100 m/s.
3)
We will ignore the effects of air resistance outside the aircraft.
Moving reference frame: 200 mis ENE (71 deg.)
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Figure 3: Maximum deflagration wave expansion at three points in time in TWA Flight 800's
reference frame_ Air resistance is neglected ou1:side the airc;att to provide a best-case scenario
for the NTSB's crash sequence. The red arrows point to hypothetical debris ejected by the
deflagral:ion. The 747 icons are not to scale.

ln Figure 3, the circles represent the ma-"Omum expansion of the officially proposed
fuel-aii dcflagration. The red dotted lines represent the maximum horizontal dfatance
any piece of debris could have traveled in the first moments after the explosion. The
hypothetical \-vreckage item colored red at the lower left edge of each circle represents
the most dense and streamlined wreckage fragment, since the effects of air resistance
would be lowest for such fragments. But as can be seen, even a fragment with those
properties would still be more than one kilometer away from where radar sites recorded
the debris plume at 8.5 seconds.
11
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Since TWA Flight 800 was traveling about two times faster than the wave propagation
speed of the proposed fuel-air detlagration, nothing from that deflagration could have
reached the position where radar sites recorded the debris in question, which is
represented by a large irregular shape on the left axis of Figure 3, about 800 meters
south of the position of the initiation of the explosion. As discussed above in the Error
Analysis section, the actual position of the debris detected on radar at 8.5 seconds could
have been anywhere between approximately 1/3 and 1/2 of a nautical mile due south of
the explosion, or between 700 and 1000 meters south of the explosion.

12
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Ballistics Analysis
Since the aircraft began breaking op at 13,800 feet in altitude, air resistance at that
altitude must be considered when studying any debris ejected from the airframe by the
initial explosion. Formulas based on well understood aerodynamic principles can be
used to estimate a range of possible exit velocities for the debris detected by radar.
5
Using a computer program like the one described by Marion and Thornton's text on
classical dynamics, we generated theoretkal lr,dJistics curves with data points spaced at
five millisecond intervals.
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Multiple curves fit the data because objects of various shapes and sizes were iikeiy

5
Classical Dynamics of Particles and Systems, Third Edition, Jerry B. Marion and Stephen
T. Thornton, Harcourt Braces Jovanovich, Inc, 1988, page 65.
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·120

ejected from the initial explosion and each would have different inertial and
aerodynamic properties. Three ballistics curves fit the data well, each with exit
velocities greater than Mach 4 (four times the speed of sound). Curves with exit
velocities below Mach 4 and with low drag forces relative to their mass would not
decelerate fust enough to fit the data. Curves with high drag forces relative to their mass
and with exit velocities less than Mach 4 would not reach the earliest and southern-most
debris recorded by radar.

Implications of the New Radar Analysis
We analyzed a dense cluster of radar returns that the NTSB confirmed was created by
the explosion that caused the crash.
Two separate analyses show that debris tracked by multiple FAA radar sites moved too
far, too fast, and in the wrong direction to have resulted from the officially proposed
fuel-air deflagration. A vector analysis shows that even when air resistance is
neglected, nothing in the official crash scenario can account for this radar evidence. An
analysis that considers air resistance indicates that the debris left the area of the aircraft
at a speed greater than Mach 4 (four times the speed of sound). Nothing in the official
crash scenario can account for this very high velocity.

Erroneous Finding in NTSB Final Report: Finding 8
Finding 8 states that the "streak of light r-eported by most of[thc streak oflight]
witnesses was burningfael from the accident airplane in crippled flight during some
portion of the postexplosion preimpact breakup sequence... "
We conducted a detailed review of the eyewitness evidence and determined that this
finding is incorrect A far greater number of witnesses who reported. a streak of light
gave testimony consistent with the streak originating at the surface or horizon rather
than where the accident aircraft lost electrical power. Many reported that after rising off
the surface, the streak of light climbed sharply and fast, exploding at its apex. The
accident airplane did not rise sharply or fast off of the surface, and the NTSB final
report mentions no explosion during crippled flight except for the eruption of fuel as
TWA 800 descended to the ocean.

In an apparent attempt to match the official crash sequence to eyewitness observations,
the NTSB generated simulations of the aircraft climbing in crippled flight. However,
these simulations diverge from the radar data precisely when the climb begins,
indicating that no such climb oceurred. 6 There are also unexplained control surface
6
See the Figure 28d on page 99 of the NTSB Final Report on TWA Flight 800 and similar
plots from NTSB Exhibit 22C and its Addendum. The simulation data in all of these plots diverges from
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manipulations that appear to be more an effort to make the accident aircraft climb than
to factually establish the aircraft's post-explosion flight path. A case in point is the
official NTSB animation based on one of these simulations. It correctly shows the
aircraft banking left after losing electrical power, but then-without explanationshows the aircraft turning back to the right in order to perform a climb.
Such a climb in the simulated aircraft resulted in .a commensurate decrease in ground
speed of the airplane. 1bis decrease in ground speed caused the simulated aircraft to falJ
far behind where FAA radar sites actually recorded the accident aircraft position
supporting a conclusion that the aircraft did not climb at this point.
A few pilots in the air and some witnesses on the ground were watching TWA 800
before it exploded, and none reported seeing it climb sharply as depicted in the
simulation. The NTSB Witness Group interviewed one such eyewitness at length.
Captain David Mcclaine was asked ifhe saw any part of the accident aircraft climb, and
7
he answered no.
To detennine whether or not the motion of the streak oflight was consistent with the
path of the accident aircraft, the streak must be compared to a valid simulation of the
accident aircraft's post-explosion motion. FAA radar sites tracked the aircraft heading
ENE and turning left just after losing electrical power. Since there was no loss of
ground speed early in the crash sequence to account for any significant climb, the
aircraft then likely rolled over and headed downward.
Since a majority of the streak of light eyewitnesses said that the streak rose upward
(many saying that it rose off the surface of the water), it is clear from a thorough review
of the FAA radar tracking of the accident aircraft and the eyewitness evidence,
including the new witness documents provided with this petition, that the observed
streak of light could not have been burning fuel from the accident airplane in crippled
flight.

An Accurate Accounting of the Streak of Light
Two separate NTSB reports found a significant percentage of witnesses who said the
the radar data points during the simulated climbs.

7
Witnesses Group Chairman Factual Report, Appendix 2, Interview transcript Capt. David
McC!aine, March 25, 1999. During his NTSB interview, McClaine estimated that TWA Flight 800
exploded at an altitude of between 13 and 15 thousand feet. 11s flight data recorder failed at the moment of
the first explosion,just after recording an altitude of 13,800 feet. McC!aine was asked if .. any structure or
anything else of this thing zoom{edJ up 1,000, 1,500, 3,000 feet at that time." McClaine answered "No."
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streak of light rose off the surface or horizon8 moments before Flight 800 exploded and
fell to the ocean in flames. Therefore, it is important to both consider the possibility that
a light did rise off the surface of the water near the flight path of Flight 800 just before it
exploded and to determine what the entire event would look like to witnesses in the
vicinity of Flight 800 watching from vantage points in the air, on the water, or on land.
In such a scenario, witnesses observing the entire sequence would see a light appear on
the horizon and rise upward in the vicinity of Flight 800. Then the aircraft would
explode, continue its momentum to the east and begin a descent to the ocean. At some
point during the descent, as was determined by the NTSB and seen by eyewitnesses, the
wings of the aircraft would break away releasing fuel that would ignite into one or more

fireballs.
Nearly all of the 670 eyewitness accounts reviewed by the NTSB match the crash
scenario described above. According to the NTSB Witness Group Study, 599 (89%)
saw the large fireball or fireballs at the end of the sequence. Two hundred fifty-eight
(39%) saw a streak of light and a large majority said the light ascended. Between 25
and 96 of the 258 said the streak of light originated at the surface or horizon.7
Most of the witnesses observed the fireball because it was the brightest event and
occurred at the end of the sequence. Witnesses compared it to the setting sun or
described it as a waterfall of flames. Many witnesses who saw earlier events continued

watching until the fireball(s) disappeared in the distance. Entire groups of people
reported seeing the fireball(s) after one member of their group pointed to the sky.
According to witnesses, and as determined by the NTSB, the rising light was one of the
earliest events in the sequence. Many described it as a point of light. For anyone to see
such a streak originate on the surface, they had to just happen to be looking directly
toward the streak's point of origin as it started climbing. There would have been no
other visual clues to look in that direction, as this was determined to be the first visual
event.
A majority of people in groups with one person directing attention to it could have
missed seeing it rise off the surface, because by the time their attention was directed
toward it and they saw it, the streak may have already been in mid-flight and far above
the surface. Therefore, the NTSB's statistic of between four and fourteen percent of the
8
According to the original NTSB Witness Group Factual Report released in December of

t 997, "102 {witnesses) gave information about the origin of the streak. ..96 [or 94%] said that it originated
from the surface." According to the NTSB Witness Group Study released in February 2000 which relied
on a more strict interpretation of the eyewitness accounts, out of27 witnesses who gave information about
the origin ofa streak of light and who had unobstructed views to the surface or horizon, 25 (93%) said rose
off either the surface or horizon.
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total number of eyewitnesses seeing the streak's point of origin appears to be a
reasonable estimate.
At the final Sunshine Hearing on the crash in August 2000, NTSB Witness Group
9
Chairman Dr. David Mayer mentioned 56 eyewitness accounts that "didn't seem to fit"
the NTSB's scenario. These same eyewitness accounts, however, fit well into the
scenario described above. In fact, nearly all of the witnesses who observed a streak of
light described a scenario that essentially matched the above scenario.

New Eyewitness Evidence
We have obtained twenty FBI eyewitness interview summary documents (FB[ form
#302s) from the crash of TWA Flight 800 that we could not locate in the NTSB's public
docket. We are therefore providing them to the NTSB as an attachment to this petition.
To avoid confusion and any conflicts with existing NTSB witness documents that are
numbered I to 755, we have numbered these documents 800 to 819.
In eight of the twenty FBI 302 summaries that we are submitting with this petition,
eyewitnesses describe a rising streak of light before seeing the fireball( s).

New Photographic Evidence
One FBI interview summary provided with this petition mentions that an eyewitness
provided the FBI with several photographs of a light or lights in the sky when TWA
Flight 800 exploded. We urge the NTSB to request from the FBI this and any other
photographic and video evidence the FBI received during its investigation into the crash
of TWA Flight 800. All witness, photographic, video, or other evidence of lights or
rising streaks off the East Coast of the United States before, during, and after the crash
of TWA Flight 800 are relevant, and a thorough inve&tigation into each event could lead
to determining the actual cause of the crash.

NTSB Witness Group Sunshine Hearing Presentation
On August 23, 2000 at the NTSB Sunshine hearing in Washington, D.C. on the crash of
TWA Flight 800, Witness Group Chairman Dr. David Mayer inaccurately described the
observations of important eyewitnesses and omitted crucial details from the accounts of
military eyewitnesses who were airborne at the time of the explosion. His conclusions

9

Witness Group Presentation by Dr. David Mayer, NTSB Sunshine Hearing, August 23rd, 2000
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should be completely disregarded and a new, unbiased and accurate analysis of the
witness testimony must be made and evaluated alongside the new and material evidence
we are providing to this case.
We have listed some significant problems with the Witness Group Chairman's Sunshine
hearing presentation below, and we urge the NTSB to conduct a detailed review of that
presentation to identify and correct all of the problems.
Errors and Inaccuracies
Witness 649's FBI file includes four sketches and several FBI witness summaries. It is
one of the most thorough and comprehensive set of eyewitness documents in the NTSB
docket. The sketches and summaries describe an object ascending and traveling
westward, spanning over ten degrees horizontally before approaching a second object
that was at a position and altitude consistent with where Flight 800 lost electrical power.
An explosion occurred where the two objects apparently met.
At the sunshine hearing, the Witness Group Chairman testified that Witness 649's
observations "certainly do sound like a missile attacking the airplane." However, the
Witness Group Chairman then discounted this witness evidence by incorrectly stating
that witness 649's horizontal view of the accident was limited to just a few degrees-between "two flagpoles". The Witness Group Chairman used this incorrect information
to conclude that the witness could not have seen the initiating event because it did not
occur between these flagpoles. The word "flagpole" does not exist in witness 649's
NTSB or FB[ file, nor did this witness indicate to investigators that his observations
were ever restricted to a degree that would render him unable to observe the initiating
event. Based on the same incorrect information, the Chairman further concluded that
witness 649 did not see a missile.
Although Witness 649 did reference a telephone pole in the description of where the
rising projectile originated, Witness 649 never cited an adjacent telephone pole as a
limit of his observations nor did he describe any significant visual obstructions. In fact,
Witness 649 indicated that the projectile rose over and beyond other telephone poles,
apparently colliding with TWA Flight 800 above strucru.res in the distance, which were
well to the right of where the projectile originated, and well below the line of site to the
airborne collision. Critically, from Witness 649's perspective, the structures were on a
line of site between 196° and 209° magnetic, and Flight 800 lost electrical power on a
bearing line of approximately 197' magnetic. Clearly, the Witness Group Chainn an
misspoke and/or misconstrued the evidence, and Witness 649's FBI file should not have
been excluded from consideration.
Neither the Witness Group Chairman nor anyone from the NTSB ever interviewed
Witness 649. When Dr. Mayer was Chairman of the NTSB Eyewitness Group, only one
out of670 eyewitness was interviewed by the NTSB. NTSB personnel never returned
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to Witness 649's location or to any other eyewitness locations to obtain bearing lines to
events in the sky based on the landmarks given.
The Witness Group Chairman provided b]atant1y inaccurate testimony about the
observations of Witness 649 and erroneously discounted some of the most compelling
and potentially reliable eyewitness evidence surrounding this tragic incident.

Airborne Military Eyewitness
The Witness Group Chairman's Sunshine hearing testimony should also be questioned
and re-examined because he omitted important details provided by an experienced
airborne military eyewitness who was in close proximity to the crash and who provided
very compelling evidence of a missile strike.
On January 11, 1997, the original NTSB Eyewitness Group interviewed Major
Frederick Meyer of the New York Air National Guard. According to the NTSB
transcripts from this interview, Major Meyer was in a Black Hawk helicopter,
descending into Gabreski Airport, when he saw a streak of light heading toward the area
where TWA 800 crashed. At the end of a trajectory consistent with the streak of light,
Major Meyer reported he observed explosions that he described to the original
eyewitness group as:
" ... hard explosions. This looked like flak 10 . It's a hard explosion. It's like
an HPX explosion. as opposed to soft explosion like gasoline ..."
Major Meyer testified during his NTSB interview that while in Vietnam, he "flew a UH2 Kaman Seasprite rescue helicopter". And during his tour, he had seen ''three different
types of missiles ... SAM-1 s, SAM-2s, and SAM-3s". He also testified that he could
distinguish between different types of explosions, saying that some things "resemble
anti-aircraft fire and other things are soft explosions; like if you saw somebody hit a fuel
storage depot".
Even though Major Meyer was uniquely qualified to identify the type of explosion(s)
that caused the crash, the Witness Group Chairman never mentioned these crucial
details during the Sunshine Hearing Witness Group presentation.
Instead the Witness Group Chairman simply said Major Meyer ''saw an explosion and a
second explosion, and a large fireball".
10
Flak is the explosion and ejection of shrapnel by a military explosive within an antiaircraft shell.
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Later during the hearing, NTSB Chairman Jim Hall mentioned a letter that Major Meyer
sent to the NTSB stating that he felt the NTSB "ignored the eyewitness information".
When Chairman Hall asked if this was true, the Witness Group Chairman answered
"Absolutely not." Then a short time later, Chairman Hall asked the Witness Group
Chairman "what did the helicopter pilot tell?" The Witness Group Chairman responded
saying "He obsetved a streak in flight for one or two seconds and then he saw the
enormous fireball develop."
Once again, the Witness Group Chairman failed to infonn the NTSB board members of
Major Meyer's expert testimony, in which he compared the explosion(s) that caused the
crash to military ordnance. Given his years of combat experience and his vantage point,
Major Meyer's testimony should have been seriously considered and discussed with the
Board at great length, but it was not.
Significant Understatement of Witness Accounts that Conflict with the Official
Crash Sequence
The Witness Group Chairman testified that there were fifty-six (56) witness accounts
"that didn't seem to fit" into the official crash sequence. These 56 witnesses said they
saw a streak oflight rise off the surface and/or climb straight up or nearly so. However,
this number significantly under counts the number of witness accounts that directly
conflict with the official crash sequence. In his count, the Witness Group Chairman
failed to incJude a significant number of eyewitnesses who described a streak of light
11
heading in a direction that conflicted with the accident aircraft's flight path.
Table l below provides raw NTSB statistics of the trajectories of the streak of light
described in twenty-five eyewitness accounts that do not match the crippled flight path
of the accident aircraft. These additional witness accounts brings the total to eighty-one
(81) eyewitnesses providing observations that conflict with the official crash sequence.
Further, if the work of the original NTSB Witness Group Chairman Norman Wiemeyer
were considered, there would very likely be more than one hundred ( l 00) eyewitness
accounts that conflict with the official crash sequence.
Witness 386 is a good example of an eyewitness who reported a streak of light
trajectory that conflicted with the official crash sequence, but was not included among
the fifty-six witnesses the NTSB said conflicted with the official crash sequence. The
11
These witness accounts do not have the Eastern component ascribed to TWA
Flight 800 as it allegedly climbed in the official crash sequence. As the streak rose upward, many
eyewitnesses said it moved westward, and many others said it moved to the south: two directions the
officially climbing aircraft never traveled.
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following is excerpted from this eyewitness' NTSB file:

"It seemed like it came off the horizon and rose slowly, weaving as it
continued upward. At first they thought it might have been a flare, but
realized that it was too huge. It traveled diagonally at an approximate 70
degree angle going in a westerly direction ...
The object rose in the sky for approximately six (6) seconds, leaving a
white smoke trail in its wake. It then disappeared from sight for
approximately 1/2 second. After that time, without a sound of an
explosion, a large oval ball of fire appeared just above the area where the
object was last seen.... fWitness 386] thought that the ball of fire came
down traveling in an easterly direction. The ball broke into two separate
balls of fire before it hit the water."
Witness 386 said the streak weaved as it climbed westerly (just as Witness 649 had
reported and sketched). Flight 800 in crippled flight never traveled in that direction.
Official crash sequence animations show TWA Flight 800 traveling in a slowly
developing curve as it traveled east-northeast.
Witness 386's account and many others like it that clearly do not fit into the official
crash sequence were not included in the 56 witness accounts that the Witness Group
Chairman said did not fit.
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Witness Number

319
523
232
524
499
226
345
637

Trajectory
as if further south"
"north"
"north"
"north"
"north"
"northwest"
-northwest"
..south"'

715
276
492
467
179
385

"south"
"west"
"west"
"west..

540

"west"

135

"west•
"west"

88
648

90
506
658

521
535
386
127

·south"
""south""

..west ..

"west"
"west"
"west"
"west"
""west"'

"'west..
'"west"'

Table 1: Twenty-five additional witnesses who reported a trajec:tory for the streak of
light that is inconsistent with the trajectory ofTW A Flight 800 in crippled flight. Taken
from the NTSB Witness Group's raw eyewitness statistics.

Witness Group Analysis not Dependent on Climbing Aircraft
The Witness Group Chairman concluded that the ascending streak was TWA Flight 800
as it '"maneuvered in crippled flight". However the NTSB could not simulate the
aircraft performing a steep climb while matching FAA radar tracking. 12 In essence, the
12
See the Figure 28d on page 99 of the NTSB Final Report on TWA Flight 800 and similar
plots from NTSB Exhibit 22C and its Addendum. The simulation data in all of lhese plots diverges from
the East-West vs. Time radar data points during the simulated climbs.
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radar evidence showed that the accident aircraft did not climb appreciably or at all ailer
losing electrical power.
NTSB Chairman Jim Hall asked the Witness Group Chairman: "if you could show that
the airplane did not climb after the nose departed, will that change your analysis?"
The Witness Group Chairman responded "No sir. .. "
This meant that without the airplane climbing to explain the ascending streak oflight,
the Witness Group Chairman would not change his analysis. Therefore he would have
to either conclude that most of those who reported an ascending streak of light did not
actually see it ascend or that the observed rising streak was the horizontally and
downward moving aircraft.
The Witness Group Chairman's willingness to overlook such a significant number of
eyewitness observations that clearly contradict an officially proposed scenario, to
present grossly inaccurate accounts of what other eyewitnesses saw, and to omit crucial
details from the observations of an expert military eyewitness when directly questioned
about this witness' observations from the NTSB Chairman is troubling.
Findings

1. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight
path, just after Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume
shows that the explosion that accelerated this debris was high-velocity, a detonation.
No mechanism or event in the official low-velocity fuel-air explosion theory can
account for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts arc consistent with an external
event.
4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing,
the aircraft manufacturer. The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not
qualified to simulate aircraft flight paths.
5. Both the CIA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge
from the radar tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA
radar tracking. The simulations do not match the obsetvations of the witnesses with
descriptions of the early crash sequence.
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6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this investigation was conducted.
There were numerous violations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which
are contrary to the provisions set forth in title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the Code of Federal Regulations, the NTSB
allowed their investigation to be superseded by the FBI's investigation.
8. The NTSB's probable cause determination for the crash of TWA Flight 800 is not
supported by the physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.
Summary

A preponderance of hard evidence, including radar and forensic evidence, combined
with dozens of corroborating eyewitness accounts, refute the NTSB's probable cause
determination for the crash of TWA Flight 800. The NTSB concluded that an electrical
short circuit initiated TWA 800's demise. The source of that short circuit was never
found and no hard evidence supporting the official probable cause has ever been
presented. The available hard evidence, which is corroborated by eyewitness accounts,
indicates that at least one detonation outside the aircraft initiated its destruction.
Two new analyses of the radar evidence presented in this petition clearly show proof of
this high velocity explosion or detonation. We have found no analysis of this radar
evidence in the NTSB's final report or any otherNTSB report or study.
We have also detennined that the eyewitness evidence was misrepresented, resulting in
inaccurate conclusions being drawn and conveyed by both the CJA and the NTSB. It
should first be noted here that contrary to established NTSB policies and procedures,
eyewitness evidence was not made available to NTSB investigators and other parties
during the critical early stages of the investigation. The Witness Group Chairman
assigned to present the NTSB's final conclusions based upon eyewitness evidence
interviewed only one out of670 eyewitnesses. At the Sunshine Hearing, the Witness
Group Chairman misrepresented eyewitness observations and presented inaccurate
conclusions based on those misrepresentations.
The new evidence and analyses presented in this petition show that the NTSB probable
cause determination and findings are erroneous. Therefore, according to NTSB policy
and legal directives, the NTSB must reconsider its probable cause detennination of the
crash ofTW A Flight 800.
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the object was flying
an inland location
that it swerved a

couple· of times then disappeared. '-;c-;;,,--.as;;'stated :bat he c9u1~

not hear anything only the loud roar o
e waves. l._____,.,J said
that he was encouraged by his friends to contact the authorities
when retorts of~ possible missile strike were reported by the
media. •--.===T-=-'Jstated that he has had some military experience
in Grea~ Britain.

(j)

-· .-, ,..
Route to

In~esti&atloD. on

7 /2 0/96

Pile, 265A-NY-259028
.,

"-~N~ew~~Y~o~r~k=-N=•~w~Y~o~r~k~-------------

_l\"3,V

..,1~------~?--'J,:P'

DSAee<;,.•

, ~~---------Jlf"'-'i""'~~----------D•tedictated. __________

Thill doeume.e.t mnt•ins neilher reeommendatians aor coadmions oI the FBl. U ii !he property of the Fill and is loaned to your "-EeDcy;
ii &nd it.1 contai.ts ire not to lte distribulcd out:ride your 11.gimcy.
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Date or trmi.scriplian __0"-'-7L/~2~0~/~1~9~9~6"----

on Jul

20·

telephonically

interviewe

ach, New York

1951.
a con ac
regar ing information he
e
o
the e ea Bureau of I
stigation (FBI)
Julyll9, 1996,
regarding the explosi
of TWA Flight BOO.
provided the
following informatio •

01

I

I

was sitting an his deck by the bay with his wife
watching airplanes fly-out. He described the evening as having
had a clear sky. It was twilight, the sun had just set to the
degree the land was dark. There
ground haze/gxound fog
present near the horizon. Asllooked out into the darkness
he suddenly saw an incendiary flash, a brilliant white flash
followed by a stream of color come down. He described the
initial flash as if a flare had ignited leaving a trail of red
and orange color. As the flare descended, approximately twothirds down, there was a second eruption of two umbrella-like
showers of fire red and orange in color which fell to the
surface. y--=,=jestimates the event lasted approximately ten
seconds a ~ r r e d at about 8:40 PM.

way

1 1 dLd nc;d;. .J§'le.e.. the_ <d.¥i"±:a:me... He -j-ust. saw a- fi:are-----tnthe air, .t:E°'expl.oded and then traveled down.
After seeing the explosion he went upstairs in his home
to see where it landed, but he couldn't see anything. What he
did notice were headlights heading west in the opposite direction
of the crash on the William Flyod Estate. The Willt::}'"od
Estate is a federal park adjacent to his property.
stated
there is a check point at the gate entrance to the s a e and
only four wheel, all terrain vehicles are allowed on the
property. It is a place frequented by fishermen.

I

!stated his home is approximately one mile to a
mile-and-a-half away from the barrier. The plane may have been
about ten miles away, putting him possibly 10-12 miles away from
the crash.

tnvestl.lation oa
File#
by

07/20/1996

" -~N~e~w~Y~o~r~k=,~N~•~w~Y=o=r=k~---i<=t=e=l~e~p~h=o=n=i=c=a~l~l~y~)'--

265A-NY-259028
SA

Date dictated

07/20/1996

This document con.tainJ neill1er recommendations 11or OOI1elu.sionr ol the FBI. II is the property of the FBJ and is loaned to }'(llar agency;
It and its contftllS are not to be 4iltributed Olltside your agency.
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Upon reflection of the events he had ju$t witnessed,

lstated that the flare could not have been a distress

Ls~,~·gn=a~l, as he momentarily thoughtr as it was too great in
magnitude. He witnessed an explos:ion in the sky. He came to the
conclusion that the flaming flar.e was the plane descending
engulfed in fire.. The plane fell straight down, out of control.

•

r--7 recalls seeins much smoke, A white plume filled
the space't:iiat""'the plane had occupied. The smoke lingered in the
air.

J
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7/26/1996

I

I
lres::in:
I

atl

1

I

I

telephone
mall.ng address P.O. B o x ~
Westbrook, < e7e.Icut og49s provided the following information
concerning his activities and observations on the evening of July
17, 1996.

I stated

that at approximately 8 PM on July

17,, 1996!--,h-e_w_a_s_w_a"tching television and taping a National
Geographic show, Heart Of Africa
was scheduled to be a one
hour television show. I
_jhome is directly on the
shoreline of Long Island sound in Westbrook, Connecticut and

w~ich

after he watched the National Geographic show for about twenty or

t~k :

0
t~enty-five
.inutes h:ralked down to t4EL•hore~i:e :;
his brother,l~-==~=~-~-,,...and a friend ofl .. _ _ _ _ _ _

both of whom were sea

I

on the seawall adJacen

o

e

ac.

I

I

stafed that while standing on the seawall and
saying hello toj
_he caught sight of somethin: out of the
right corner of his eye over Long Island. ! ) s t a t e d that
he first thought that it was fireworks and then he nought it

might be a peat flare but immediately realized that it did not
have the same pattern as fireworks when it exploded and ~ o t
1
ike a boat flare floating down after it exploded. L__J
stated that what he observed travelled in an upward arc
om Long Island into the sky leaving a trail while it was
happening.
!stated that his impression was that the arc
originated at groundevel at some point beyond Long Island which
appeared over the horizon and that the arc continued to travel in
an upward direction.

I

stated that at the time of his orse:ation
the contrast of the arc and the sky was very bright.
stated that the incident occurred after a recent rain s~rm
the sky was bluish and the water was flat and the same color as
the sky. ""===-=•·stated that it was a pretty night and the arc
which he observed was a bright orange and contrasted against the

anl

7/26/1996
F~I 265A-NY-259028
,,

SA
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I

bluish sky.
was still light out.

I

!stated at the tbne of the observation it

I stated

definitely'_u_p_w_ard-~.~

7/26/1996 ,Page _ _2_ _

that the trajectory of the arc was

~----_,I

stated that shortly after observing the arc
in the sky the Westbrook Fire and Emergency Volunteer fire horn
went off ano_that this might have been approximately ten minutes
afterf
!observations. At that point in
stated. 1€ had stai-ted to get dark and may have been as late as
ten minutes to nine. I
!stated that after the fire horn
went off he observed two police boats with flashing lights moving
out onto Long Island Sound, one moving from the East of his
location and one moving from the West of his location.

tbnel

I

I

stated that he is familiar with fireworks and
that the p·~a~t~t-er--n--o~f0 the explosion he observed in the sky did not
make any sense and would not have indicated a firework display.
stated that the shoreline of Long Island
normally aLp_p_e_a_r_s_a_s,-'a little blue strip or line on the horizon
which is higher to the East at a point around Plum Island and
appears to diminish in height and gradually disan:ear as one
looks towards the Western end of Long Island.
!stated
at the time of his observation and at the point Were he observed
the arc rising from Long Island all he could see was the horizon
line and as the shoreline of Long Island began to fade out to the
West is the location where he observed the arc originally come
from.
was furnished with two previously prepared maps
of the Connecticut shoreline and one previously prepared map of
the Connecticut shoreline in relation to Long Island. on the
first map which represents a detaited
Westbrook,
Connecticut to include Magna Lane,,___~__...,placed an X
indicating his approximate location at 7ieime of the above
described observations. on the second map which contains further
details of islands located in Long Island Sound to include
Menunketesuck Island, a prominent point of reference fo:cC::]
I
lobservation,I
k,laced an X and drew an arrow
Indicating direction of his obs:at::on on the evening of July
17, 1996. On the third mapf
_ _ lalso drew an arrow with the
direction of observation indica ng is position on the
Connecticut Shore Line at a point where the map indicates Magna
Lane. In addition to the maps,j
!provided two pen and

r

I

... I

a:ea :r
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ink drawings on white paper. The first drawing indicates a view
from Magna Lane in Westbrook, Connecticut looking South to Long
Island with the arc and explosion depicted with Menunketesuck
Island as a point of reference.· Th: :ecjd pen and ink drawing
detailed the arc as recalled by
and specifically the
pattern he recalled which he injica e was a fork shape image or
V shape ima e which
tated stuck in his mind after the
explosion. ~,,,-.-,;;,--;ca/. escr

d the color of the arc and image as

red,di:h-pfan e an n
unlike the bright embers in a fireplace.
stated that after the explosion debris was falling from
the s y and was filtering down glowing in the same color.

I

AgainJ

I emphasized

arc was in an upw=-ar=d,-,d""ir""=e~ction.

that the trajectory of the

I

jstated that at the tilne the upward arc caught
his attentr1~·-o_n_o_u_t~o'"'f the corner of his eye
huoediately pointed
it out to his brother ~------~friend_

ht

I

I

f stated that at the initial time he spotted
the arc of light he had
towards Long Island from
Connecticut and thatr
-----._ _ were sitting on the seawall
facing each other and he pointed
e arc of light out to them.

been look:a fut

stated that he further recalls a sound that
was contem~p=o=r~a~n~e~o=u~s='with his observation however he stated he
could not definitely remember or place the sound before or after
his observation. I
I stated that he definitely did hear a
boom Which he said alJDost seemed like two sounds ver:y close
together.
Jstated it was very silrilar to a sonic boom.
and was about the same intensity of that type sound.

I

'--r----~s~t~a~t~e~d'--;that he discussed his observation with
his brother
friendj
I and that he thought

his observa ions were o
ed what happened and whether
someone was in trouble • .__,..,,...,,....--.,.1,stated that it was not )inti]
the following morning, JUly 18,, 1996, when a friend of his~L.,,..,--,-~
/
)picked him up in his van and asked if he had heard about
toe •t•wA flight that blew up over Long Island that he made a
connection between his observatio~s
thf news of TWA 800.
I
I stated that his 11 response to=l-=-=--~•=r-~-words
were that he got
goose bumps and said I think I saw it 11 •

and

----•--.-----
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In addition to the above maps and documents I
I
indicated that he was an artist and subsequent to the interview

prepared a 5 11 X 7 11 colored pencil drawing to indicate the color
of the evening sky and water on the evening of July 17, 1996 and
the reddish-orange contrast of the arc that he had observed on
that evening.
Each map and drawing provided
and dated by him.

byl

lwas signed

The original maps and drawings will be

maintained in an exhibit envelope and copies are attached hereto.

Subsequent to interview,i,.,.,,....==:.'advised that he
would prep~e a larger detailed color sketch representing his
observations with regard to the above described incident and
provide that to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

____________..,

i
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REIN IS UlfCLASSIFIED

ATE 06-13-ZOll BY OC603ZZLP/FLJ/CC

- IFEDERAL BUREAU OF fNVE,qTIGATION

Due of tr.mScrlplion.

8/6/1996

On August 2, 1996,._,,,_ _~_ _ _JI date of birthj
r---loevelopment As~istant Warn:r Rros., 4000 Warner Boul}~e~v~a~r~d~,-J
~ k . California,
was advised as to the
identity of the interviewing agen and thereafter provided the

l

-

r

following information:

I

it

1

Lwas vacationing at her parents home in
neat~u t when she wen....
· ' .... -

-:!....

AJPP I over .I
_ d his brother, I
: =------~~~--> Connecticut. At:ter
L.

I
the

• J.nne

DIXONS were sitting on a deck in the yard of the
residence approximately four feet above the beac•,1,--.-..-,urr,~L~,ree
were looking around the be~omrnentin9 on how pleasant the
area was. At that moment,
recalls seeing a flare-like

a:s.are

light rush up into the sky.
was going to be a fireworks isp
pieces of fire fell. At that tim
firework that failed to function.
what she was seeing was on a much

irst thought was that there
built up and then
elieved it was a
ow understands that
ma er scale because she

believed i t ~ s e r in proximity to COnnecticut than it turned

out to be.
recalls some "clipper" boats (possibly Coast
Gu~rds) imme a e y responding to the area of the explosion where
she thought it to be and then quickly disperse. She believes
this occurred because the boats also thought the incident was
closer and then the boats probably responded to the correct
j.ocation.

,,.o:x:iwa,,t_e_l_y__o_n_e_ho~l~rra~J:~~=1.~ p~~encs a a l l s ~ ~ ~ e
~--1w;f~TWA Flight 800 e ~ t was at this time,
an~--~~lrealized what they actually had witnessed earli
the evening.

lnvcstigation on
File#

08/02/1996

265A-NY-259028 -~00,,,.,.

L _______f"l"n"-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ib1cdk:blted

08/06/1996

This documem comains OOlher ICCOIIIIIICDdlliom nar conciomom ofcbe; FBL It is me properly of the FBI and is loanal 1D your agency;
it and ils conocms ari: oot to be dmr:iboo:d ou!Sidc your agency.
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HEREIM IS UllCLASSIF"IED

FD-302 CR.!~. 3-10.f:2)

DATE 06-13-20ll BY UC60322LP/PLJ/CC

- 1FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESI1GATION

07/24/96

Dale of inmcripdon

On July 20, 1996,

D

al Sec r
, was

b6

n
ewe
Agents
Bureau
of Investigation (FBI .
ly
f-----',I was contacted
for a routine follow-up int,xrv,ui~e~wLJ"'--"'""llt"land New York
Police Department Detective_
!provided
the following information:
-

I

lworks as a

New YgtkAit Mff nal cnard

b7C

fJJ.11 t~me Parareacne /EMT-I for the
CJ.ffeni½); currently at the rank of

Tech Sergeant, 106th Squadron based in Westhampton, NY. On July
17, 1996, he was involved in routine training at the base. At
approximately 8:05PM he ex_ecuted a parachute jµrnp from a HC-)39
aircraft and landed at a drop zone north of the base. An Hfi60

helicopter was scheduled to pick him up for additional training.
At approximately 8:35PM to £:40PM he was facing south towards the
ocean, when he saw an orange/red object descending rapid1y ou:t of
the sky. The object was moviny downwrd at a slight an:le in an
eastbound direction, away from'---=~J· He turned toj
who was standing on the drop zone wit him and asked, 11 id you
see that?" The object appeareBperfect circle which did
llG!t. Glaal:lge _i.ts- shape ~ .siz.e._
advis,ed. the obj.ec,_t mgved
like a meteor, falling from a he
eight thousand-nine ·
thousand feet (8,000'-9,000').
described it as screaming
out of the sky. He watched it
to six (5-6) seconds at
which point it exploded into a massive fireball in the sideways
direction. At that point he realized it was an airplane. The
object never changed shape or speed until it exploded. The plane
£hen fell out of his view and he observed black smoke rising. He
did not hear any sound when the plane exploded.

I

The helicopter that was to pick up
andr-7
headed directly towards the explosion.~ima
~
hour later the helicopter returned and
and
entered
it and headed out to the crash site.
pproximatel¢-~i!'t':9 (40)
minutes later they found the wreckage and several bodies, which
had drifted in a southwesterly direction from the area they were
initially located. A fishing trawler could be seen picking up
Jnvestigarion nn

File#

__,,0o.7.L/.e2c,0:,./c,9ec6c__~-'" _ _,w,,e=,s,:tc,he,ae,mp""'t"'o""ne.,_,_,Ne:•e:w::._Y,:o=cr,ck,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

265A-NY-259028

,, ~Lj______J~rl=:'-"a=m=o,._I_ _ __

Datt;dictaled

07 /20/96

This <i<,ctml,!-m con<ains neither i=,JWDel,da!lom: lJ()J" coi>dtmoJJS of !be :FBI. I.I i'i !he propeny of !be fBJ and is loaned to your ~ ;
it and iis contents are no1 to b= dislribulm ouiside your agney.
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,Page __2_ _

bodies at this point. As no survivors were observed, no rescue
operations were undertaken.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVFSl'[GATION

Dale of tm,scripdon

On Jul

22

7/29/96

19 6

was interviewed
gentl,,,=====~==::jh"'1t~e~rrl~e~1"n~g~ advised of the
identity of the interviewing Agent and that the nature of the
interview was rygarding the plane crash of TWA Flight aoo on July
17, 19961
Jprovided the following information:

I

Istated that as President of the Bellport Chamber
he was attending a club function at the Bellport

of CommerEe,
Yacht Club, B e l o e , Bellport, New York, the evening of
July 17, 1996.
advised that at 8:31PM, on July 17, 1996,
he was standing ou s1 eon the south veranda of the Yacht Club
looking at the sky in a southeasterly direction facing the bay
when he observed what appeared to be a bright headlight of a
plane. He stated that the bright light was facing a westerly
direction and that it µ a o imilar to a sparkler with a
whitish-silvery glow.
now believes that the light was
metal which was burnin .

I

\stated that he observed the light explode into a
fireball of solid mass the size of a basketball which began to
---hll efffd -break inte twe--tire
·
as ~a±n-ot'
flame dripping from the sky" • '-,-~=_,.advised that the right mass
was larger that the left mass an t a t through the left fireball,
he saw-what appeared to be a large section of the plane.

I

jstated that he did not see any smoke throughout
his observ6a~n~c~e~n~or did he hear or feel anything unusual.
jadvised that at the time he believed the
incident nba~a~o=c~c~urred over the Smith Point Park and that it was
possibly a mid air collision between two airplanes. He
telephoned Suffolk County Police at 911 within two minutes of the
crash to notify them of same.

Invesrig:;ation on
Fne I

s,

-'7.,_/_,2c,2ec/4 9c,6~-~• _ _,L"o"n"g'-'l"s"l"a"n""d",~N"e"w~Y"o"r"k~----------

__::2_:;6;;.5.:;A:..-.:;NYc;._-,;;2,;;5,;;9.;D,;;2;:B_ _ _-,-------==----------------

-"~A~l________~l{~K~CM=,_m_e~g~)@2"1(."c~"'---Daredicta.tcd

_7~/_,2c,3c.c/.=9_,6_ _ _ __

This- <1o.:om,ru ~ins neilher recotnmelldations nor cooclusions of the FBI. h ii; !he propeny of Ille FBI and is loaned w yoor agency;
it and its contelllS ue 001 co be dimibuted OIU!lille your agency.
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b6
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H
a s
ork was
contacte
is res1 .ewe. After eing advised of the i d e ~
of the interviewing ag~ts and the nature of the interview, L___J
provided the following information:

.._~~~advised he had been at the north end of
Shinnecock Inlet Beach down from his home on July 17, 1996. At
'
· 0 P.M.I
taking pictures of his. friend,
while facing the direction to the ocean,
..,,..,..,.=,..,..,,,~s~o~u""t=w~ec:!s·t.
lstated he noticed a ball of lirht in
e of his camera as he snapped the picture.
also
stated e believes he took approximately four to six pictures at
thee
o f ~ l l which may have the ball of light in the
pictu es. L__Jdescribed the ball of light as a yellow flame.

!was

I

I

_

r-7

Later in the evening
learned of the TWA Flight
800 lane crash. I
~ad n o ~ c t e d the Federal Bureau of
Invept~gatioo (FBI) because he was not sure what to do with the
film~ ,l____,Jwas interested in selling the pictures to the media.
(
jhad taken the roll of black and white film to a photo
processing center for developing. I
jagreed to obtain and
release the film to interviewing.a ~~ts for potential evidentiary
reasons. A receipt was given to
r the film.

~-----'----"!l!.lat"'-10£

is

foLJdress
.
advised
Southampton.
telephone
l,,,;;;"'-'::;:--ra'iw""o~r~k~s,_,a~t"-'---T---_J in
nu er is

ln•·esliga1ion on

_7~/~3~1=/~9~6'--+-•" __H=a~m~p~t~o~n,__,B~a~yLs"--'-'---"N~•~w'-'Y~o~r~k'-'-------------

Fllol__c2~6=5=A=-=NY=-=2=5=9=0=2=8:si:i1Jij-----------------------by
SA
MAM
°"' '"'""' --'7-'-/,,_31c,/c.,9ce6'------- J'-. ~
This- document contaillS nciffler recommendations nor c(mclusiol!S of tbc FBI. le is die properey ofllu! FBI aod isiomed IO )'OUT agency;
i1 and ils coments :u,, nol to bl! dislril'.l\lfed oow.ide your 38eucy.
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1

a?''
22,

Date gf
New--York,
WO
one
Social
er
interviewe
y Special
as first advised of the
,/:-,:i,,,--rm:m'V:lm"]1Ji!-.,.,!l"m:,-,m,nhat the nature of the
e July 17, 1996 TWA flight 800 airplane
the followin~formation:

b6

of

b7C:

r

~tated that on Ju4 17, 1996, at approximately
8: 30 PM, he was working at Gabres i Airport, Westhampton Beach,
New York, as a member of
·r. ational Guard - New York State
Fireman 106th Civi Eng1neer1n
qua
ire
partment.

I

at approximately 8:30 PM, July 17,
Iadvised
1996, he was sea~ed in a st ionary crash truck on the first
finger past the T-hanger
cing south on the southern portion of
the airfield.

I

~dvise that upon looking at the sky, he
observed wnat appeared to be a red flare similar to a roman
candle about tree line bearing in a southeasterly direction. The
flare had a consistent brightness and left no trail of smoke. He
stated that the flare appeared for a period of at least 15 to 20
seconds, possibly as long as 30 seconds, and at a latter part
appeared almost stationary in movement. Upon seeing the flare,
he exited his truck to continue watching it.

btated that he then observed the flare become·a
ball of fiLr_e_w_h~i~ch separated into two equally sized balls
dropping from the sky with no audible sound. The two distinctive
balls were in his vision from five to ten seconds.

lnvestigalion en

Fil~#

by

7 /22/96

•

Hampton Bays, New York

265A-NY-259028

___gj

Imam@

Date diaalcd

7/22/96

'Illis documenl contains neilherrecommendaliom nor tcllclusio11Softbe FBf. It Is the property oflhc PB[~ is loaned lo 1owq:mcy;
ii and its i:ontenlS are nor 10 be disttihuled outside your agency.
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07/24/96

D&ll: of ttauseriptiun

Socia

curit
ion:

Nu

r
resi ence in
provided the

\

0

owing

,I

At appro 'mately 8:20 or
~son his
'
.
'th
deck which faces
south shor
his wife~
I
.!
7,
a w l. e
oting across he sky and
brought this to his a tention._._.==..,.-,,advised that \t looked
like a shooting star. 1-----!' advised hat the white'~all
travelled on an arc fr m right to left (approximately'· .west to
east}. The arc travell~ on a decline from its initial sighting.
the ball left a "skinny" white trail. From their positionr
looking south, at approximately a nine (9) o'clock position the
ball exploded into a lar;re whitish grey ball of smoke. The~ q
wide orange/reddish flame travelled upward to the smoke ball.
Shortly after the wide flame disappeared,
strong earthquake
type rumblings were felt and heard. [
_advised t I :
entire incident occurred in ten _(10) .seconds or less.
commented that the fireball .~d arc were east of the a i ent
Adt:H t?z9Ea.11¥ •
advi.s.e.Gl tl1at. .Le. a.ppea.re.a, w ~ ~-- the b a y . l c o r r o b o r a t e d the above information.

t,o

me..,

:®

I

.a;

_.,n

~0~7~/~1~9~/9~6~-~· - ' - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - FU~# .,,.;2,;;6.;;S;;;A;.-;;;NY_-_2.;;5.;;9.;;0_;2.;;B_ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8
l,!!."
8~
,,. --'=11"-----------~~.~-~-'-h_r~g~)
_ _ _ _ n.redimtm _0_7~/_1_9~/_9_6_ _ _ _ ( ", ·. \ \r,•
This document conlllirn; riei!her n:conunendations aor eonclusions of the FBr. h is the propeny of the FBI ilDd is loaned to Your agency;
it and lis c:oruerus are p(lt to be disuibuled oorside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

07/26/96

Date of trulSCripli(in

On Jul

e e

21

1996

D

(DOB)

e identities of the
interview.L!_ _ __,lthen

one

interviewing agents
furnished the follo
On Jul

h

17, 1996, at 8:00 PMj

la.rove to the SILLY

LILLY'S FISHING STATION, Adelaide Avenue, East Moriches, New
Yo7k, ~nd parked in the ~arking lot to ~ait for a friend. During

this time,LL___,fwas facing south watch.pg the boats and jet skis
in the water. At approximately 8:40 PM,!
!observed what
appeared to be a red flare begin its ascent above the horizon
line (half way between the water and the point of explosion).
The dt:rection of the flare-like object (FLO) was due south from
'----!-at a distance of seven-eight (7-8) miles. The FLO's path
was straight up for approximately three {3) seconds and at a high
rate of speed and terminated in a bright white explosion at an
undetermined altitude and followed by a boom. After the
explosionJ
ldescribed a sheet of flames that fell towards
the water which fumed to thick black smoke that also descended
f
he point of explosion and to his left (easterly). After
lost sight of the
flames·- below
the hor,t;Qri, he
heg.:rd four
Oottll'I.
-- -- - · . - ------ .

I

!advised that he thought the flames landed in the
vicinity of Dune Road to his sou,h althQugh his estimate of its
distance from him was 7-8 miles.L
1.T...,.,-=~Jstated that several small
boats (not commercial) and jet ski's were in the water to his
front but he said that there was nothing unusual or peculiar.
'--,~~,--,,lreiterated that he did not see a point of origin of the FLO
in the water and that it appeared to have oci~natjd at a
distance halfway to the paint of explosion.
stated that
the FLO was red in color but he was unable a escribe any smoke
trail.

Invescigation 011

---"0~7~/~2~1~/~9~6"--~" -~E~a~s~t.,_~M~o~r~i~c~h~•~s,.,__,~N=•~w~Y~o~r~k~----------

FUe~265A-NY-259028
by

v'j

A)
Aj

;»

07/21./96

fhrg

This docul!K'nt co1111ins neither recommendati.OIIS nor com:lusions of die FBI. It is Ille property of the FBI and is loaned to yc)lt agenc.y;
it and iis comems an: not ro be distributed oulSide your agCJJcy.
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7/30/96

~--_..llJJL...,]]Ji,c._;u..._...usUW:=====:::Li;w,_~·'bi~I- -

·-

Lr.:r.;:;;;;:;;;;:;;---;:;;;;;::;;;:,-r------7h,;;;,;c-,;;.,;;;::;;,,;;;;;;;,n,.,-;! -home'---'
e ephone number !-,=~~~==-' was n erv ew
e eph9ni'cally.
He was advised of the J. ent ty of the interviewing agent and the·
_ nature_oL the_interview. · He then p,rovidect the fOl-lOWlhij "
. information:
- - -- -.--·.~~~------- -~ -- · ~----- - - -

on July 17, 1996, at about ·s~·'-"''-'"-""m,..~1.,oc""'·a"'l._.,_..-...,
lwas surfing. with his •brother,
:and. a

L..,f~r~i-en=a~--'at smith's POint, and was p~ddl~,-n-,r--~s-o-uTt~_-,-----'--'=""-"-,
stated that be saw a :O:f.1ai:-e!' iii-the sky -to·.-th8 1SoiJ.th· .and·,;Sa ·4,

•JiOly shit, what iS "that?· Is tha:t ii flafei'!. •. -Tfie"'<!fl:a're•·1f8.Ei-·-a
COrisistei:a,t color of r:ed, about three 'tO :~Pur· ~f@.S. -~-~i-~!iif.-~f- -~

star, went 11more straight up• for about -one se~nd,. -a~·.cOv:~~a ~
distance about half of a finger length at arm'S; le,ngt;h; about ~ne
and a half inches. The •flare" then dropped stri,
approximately three inches at an arm's length and{~
observed a flame off the back of the flare - a "tal aoiit three
times
size
the 1.are•. It- took two to three seconds from
the time,~-~~~T-=~-..J,irst saw the "flare• until he noticed: the
•tail". The •tail' turned into a smokeY, fiery trail and exploded
_into a burst a little less than th~. si_~_e 9.1; a qga_r1;~;- ·:(~~ .~!1. .
-~•~ leJ)gth). The burst broke into ·~wo .pieces - a big fi!!ry_.
piece and
smaller· piece. The big piece was· a_lmOst th~ ~ize of
the moon and looked like it was spinning,_ while the sma.i1er piece
was about ten percent the size of the big piece ilnd "all fir~• still connected to the bigger piece but a separate sec:1:ion. 'fl:le
bigger piece was "fiery.", flame orange and y~llow at 1;.h_e, llq:~1=._0jn_
and trailing a long "tube of fire•. It took approx~t:e.1y· SiX· to
seven· seconds for this large section to fall to the horizOh.
APP_ri>x:ima-t;:ely twenty seconds late!='~
jh~r"d a -~~P
rumbling sound for three to four seconds.

j;ht,

d:=

·:f "f

thr

I

a

f ,'flf

o.!od~

bJ ~ L_ _ _ _ _ _

1

(.te,lep~oi;ii~~ly) ..

•tNew York, New York
Fil8t2_65A-NY-259028 ..... ~Oe). -

i

I

7 /30f199.6

___rt:=--~--~-,_~.. ~~
.. -

nii ~ OOlllaiaa ~ - ~ - IIOl'concluliDmollho FBI,

II P: Iba ptGPOtty of tu FBI ud i i ~ io~your--ccsr.

il...t ilaCOIIICall &n: DOtlO I N , ~ Olltlide youragenoy.
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Daleo{~

birth:

O
an

8/26/96

home
hone:

truck
s i.p ce u
e one n
er
ar telephone number,_________~contact number
was advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents
f the nature of the interview~
advised as follows:

I

He has been~----~the fishing boat CALLI-LIN-

ELIZABETH for the Pa,t two months.

I

The CALLI-LIN-ELIZABETH is

_of Mantauk, New York, where it is registered
and has its home port. It is operated, however, out of Point
Judith, Galilee, Rhode Island. It is a fishing vessel that
trawls for squid, butterfish and fluke. During the sU1'011ler
months, it spends a considerable amount of ti.me off the coast of
Long Island, New York.

At approximately 8:20 p.m. the evening of July 16,
1996, the CALLI-LIN-ELIZABETH left Point Judith and proceeded to
Fire Island, Long Island, arriving at 7:00 p.m., July 17, 1996.
The crew fished the waters in that area until 5:00 p.m. when they
realized there was not enough fish left to make remaining
profitable, so they departed, heading east, planning to return to
Point Judith to change nets.

e

ri ge a ew momen s a er
question said that what they
"°"'"~c~o~u~~nO<>!•t be flares because they were

an

c..,,.,..,.......,.---,-,,,,,.-.,...-=,,--,,~~JW'ent on to report to the Captain
that they had observed two (2) large, separate and distinct
fireballs in the sky a few degrees off the starboard stern of the
ship. They also said that at the time they saw the fireballs in
the sky, the ship was approximately six (6} miles east of
Shinnicock Inlet, Hamptons, Long Island.
_,7c,/c,2:.:2e./'.-'9e:6,:__ _
Filel

_,u _ _,GAL=ecio,Le,EE""''--'RH""O"D"E'"--'I"S:.:LAN=,,o'---------'""'"''-=--.l!fl!l+fc,C4-

265A-NY-259028

,r.____J-______Datedicwed

by 1 § L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The crew wound the net up onto the ship, turned the
ship around and headed west in the direction of the f.ireballs.
At that time the fireballs were not visible.
After turning the ship,I
!called the Shinnicock,
Long Island, Coast Guard stajion and reported the sightings,
sincel~~-~~~~-~=-~~_,_had estimated the fireballs to be
approximately five (5) miles behind the ship when they were
observed, this placed the fireballs in the general vicinity of
that Coast Guard station. shinnicock Coast Guard advised that
they had no knowledge of the iqci:ent but requested the Captain
report any subsequent findings~~--~-=.,.....thoted that the boat
radio traffic indicated other boas reporting similar sightings.
He believes that these reports were coming in from pleasure
craft.
As

I

they proceeded west, they heard reports of "fire on

the watrr" over the boat radio which was set on Channel 16, VHF.

also heard several people contact the Coast Guard station
at Moriches, Long Island, to report that whatever was in the
water was still burning. At some point during their approach
they heard that the coast Guard cutter, ADAK, was dispatched to
an area approximately eight or nine miles southeast of Moriches
Inlet.
At approximately 9:00 p.m., ~oriches Coast Guard
station called a Coast Guard cutter and advised th.at the object
in the water was a 747 and then designated Channel 6, VHF, as the
working frequency.
At approximately 9:20 p.m., about five (5) miles from
the airplaneJ
!noticed that his shipboard radar, which
registered objects up to six (6) miles in every direction
indicated that other boas were converging on the area. The
ship's radar did not show any vessels moving away from the area.
At the ti:ltle of the original sighting of the fireball by his
crewmen, the radar did not show any other boats or ships in the
area that the CALLI-LIN-ELIZABETH was located in.
From five (5} miles off, from the burning airplane
looked like a large orange search light. The wind was blowing in
a southeasterly direction and the crew could smell the smoke as
they approached the area.
Upon arriving in the vicinity of the airplane, at
approximately 9:55 p.m., there were six to seven boats in the
area including two (2) 41' coast Guard cutters. Two (2)
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..... _ _,3c__

helicopters were hovering so low over the water that the ship
radar was reading them as boats.

Flames as high as eighteen (18)

feet wer~ ShO:TIQ into the slty and debris was floating from the
wreckage.
/called the Coast Guard who advised him to
search the so;~ast section of the debris line for survivors.

Later, the Coast Guard called to advise that they should search

for bodies because there would not be any survivors.
The CALLI-LIN-ELIZABETH spotted a body approximately
two hours after ai;riving in the area.

Due to the size of the

ship (approximately 100 feet) they could not easily get the body
aboard so they hailed a small fiberglass pleasure boat ~n the
area which took tbe body aboard. They later found a male body
which they did take aboard and subsequently turned over to a
SUFFOLK COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT vessel nicknamed the "VESSEL
KILO". They spotted a third body which another pleasure boat
picked up.

They searched for another three and a half hours but
due to the number of boats in the area, the Captain felt they
could no longer safely operate so they broke off at approximately
3:45 a.m., July 18, 1996, and proceeded towards Point Judith,
Rhode Island.

I

e

mile

off

:2i:t

... ... :

Judith they were called by their

I

I

home telephone~
who
told themat
whiting l.Swere being caught fifty miles east of
:
Point Judith. They were also told that CHANNEL 6 NEWS was
waiting on the dock to interview them.l'rl==--.=~took his vessel
out of the recommended fishing area without docking at Point
Judith and remained there until returning to Point Judith at
approximately 8:30 p.m., July 20, 1996.
'--,______.,did not notice any unusual vessels from July 16
through July 18, 1996, and had not heard of nor seen any stolen
or abandoned vessels. He has been!

I

' - - - - - - - ~I

I

L .~------------------
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________"_'_"_"_"_•ucrlplioo-;._=:':0:'./:2::2'.=/~9~6'---on octobe

DOB

POB Austr'

o n

e ephone

wa

ove a dr ss.
_i,it~_ry_;i._~~iqg .~gen~,--S.~

wa

63,

contacted telephonically at the
advised of the identity of the
nd advised that the

Ofld'- A.i"rrin.es "(TWA)" - interview was in refer
Flight 800 crash on 07/17/96. ~----~voluntarily provided the
following information:

I

nd

I an

teaches at the
1!a1if=:!irnia on a part-t1me basi~tie is currently in the process of

advised that

I

on 07/17/96,I
stated that he was out for an
evening walk while visiting friends, so where in the vicinity of
East ·Moriches, New York, when he noticed a flash of light
ascending from the ocean which was follo db a small explosion
and then a larger explosion. However,.....'-----,_J•advised that he

was unable to hear either explosion. ,______, urther advised·
that the sky was overcast and visibil1 y was a~roximately ten

miles at the time of the explosions.

llwoulq

not provide

the address of the individuals that he was visi:ing on Long
Island, nor could
; ; h e r the'exact location of the township
where thTV resi~~- _ - - ~
jadvised that he was visiting his
daughterL____,_.LNU), a ress unknown, who liVes in the New York
City area.

hl

I

l

stated that TWA flight 800 was shot down by a

U.~. Navy Aegis mrs ile ~hich was launched from a guided missile
ship which was located in area "W-105"
thirty miles
from Where TWA flight 800 exploded.
!advised that area
"W-105 11 is a warning area off the sou~as coast of Long Island,
and.is utilized for .military operations, including missile
firing. I
!further advised that he attained this
information fromj
I (LEU), who manages the Welwood MUrray
Meil'loi-ial •Library, Palm·srri;s,(Cal.'ifornia, telE!pho~e (619) 3238296. He believes that.
LEU) retrieved this information
from the Internet. This in ormation was mailed to·TWA by
I
jalong with a letter describing what he observed on
07/17/96. TWA then mailed this data to the New York office of

,Li;apn:nximptely
_

Iovestlgation on

10/21/96

ot

(telephonically)

PALM SPRINGS, CA

File , 265A-NY-259028

Date dictated.

_l~Ol,,..2,.21~9~6'-------

., s
Tbis document contains nltilbtr recomi:ntndadou nor coacluslons of the FBI. It is the property ol the FBI and is lo&11.ecl. to yonr ai;mcy:
It and ltt contenu arc not 10 be dlnrlbuted outtlde your aaency.
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7 /31/96

I

On 7 /21/96, ~
called the 800 number and
reported that on 7/17 96, he saw what appeared to be a Roman

candle go up and burst into balls of flame. [

)was on a

sailboat at the time. {control no. 1779)
On 7/31/96,
Easton, MD, was interviewe

te ep on ca y
SA
New York Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation~r~e~g~a-"r'"""',--,~irs;;---'
observation on 7/17/96.
information.

I

~urnished the following

During 7/14/96-7/28/96,_'--,;-=,,.,,-===-=-=-,,.-.,,~were on
a boating trip. On 7/14/96, they left Annapolis sailing on
"TARKAn (WCEBOll).
Wednesday
on 7/17/96, they were
about
miles off
the
way
about 8:30-8:45 p.m.
__ _
_ ____
He was lqoking
toward the land when~
t a ear
6 e a Roman candle er
a flare come up from. the horizon in an angle leaving a streak of
light. The flare went off leaving a trail of red glow behind i t
and burst into red flame about a size of a beach ball. A second
or two later, he saw another flare.
It wa.s lower than the the
first flare. Then streaks of light fell into water dispersing
black, heavy smoke.

By

22

evenin:

o~==-CK·: ;: :

I

companion

~ s t a t e d that he could not tell from where he was
whether t ~ r e came up from land or water. He further stated
that as he faced the land the first flare ascended from his left
to his right and a second flare went in the same direction.

I

J
initially thought this occurrence Was only about
2-3 miles away from.. where he was given the size of the flare. He
could not each the Coast Guard on Channel 22 because of another
communication being transmitted at the time.

j
jiocation at the time was latitude: 40-28-62,
longitude: 72-22-79. He calculated that he was approximately 16
miles from the occurence of the flare. He also heard a radio
messa61Pt,~1felicopter belonging to the National Air Guard who

WITHITExr

WITHlouTF;:;;;;:;:--;;;---crccc._,__

:TL

72__;_% :
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was at the scene in about four minutes. Its life raft which
served as a locator was latitude: 40-39-03, longitude: 72-38-43.
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0~7~/~2~8~/~•~•~-

Date of tru.scr:iption. _ _

On JUly 21, 1996,
white

a

es
sla

=';J.,--.--...-=-:--,-,,-1-~·as interviewed at her residence.

as advised of the identities of the interviewing agents ~an:;;,r,,,;,~
nature of the interview, which was to ascertain her knowledge and
observations regarding an explosion which ,ocr1rred on July 17,
1996, at approximately 8:30 PM. Thereafter,L
____,Jprovided the
following information:
on July 17, 1996,I
Iwas watering plants in the
front yard of her residence which is located on t h ~ r n
shore of Shinecock Bay. At approximately 8:30 PM,
bserved
a bright, hot orange elongated ball of fire falling award the
horizon south, southwest of ~ a t i o n . The fireball was quite

elongated and was visible t o ~ f o r approximately five (5)
seconds until it disappeared into the horizon.

I

]estimated that the elongated fireball was
•
approximately two (2) miles away. This estimate w Q d on the
large size and clarity of the elongated fireball.
advised
that the actual explosion occurred approximately ten
miles
from her location.f
jheard no noise associated with the
elongated fireball,
r&..r,ii..'tt.
.a..-...,¢. a.,s .._..-_ov,"

...,~*

CJw:fll\\"'a. A>ti,413,ra..,

r.-,....

'T

.,.-=-

,:,.

Uppn viewing th,s fireball, r--limmediately yelled to
her husband:!
J who was i n s ~ e residence at the
time.!L=-,c~-=,..,==-'1.was present during tlhe interviar and
__,
concurred with the observations made by .__

___

ldescribed the fireball as cyndrical in
size, red orange in CO!or and descending downward, curving east

nrior

J

to disippearing into the horizon.
_regarding the fireball.

No noise was heard by

__
l'------;::=--~
two (2) mires away at k:t~i:~e~f~ef~~~~!n~~-hi

annroxe,men~tely

estimates the actual explosion occurred approximately fiff
(15) miles

File f

away.

265A-NY-25

SA
Date dictaled. 07 /24/96

by ',,.SA
'

L

.

This ,ioa11ue111 contailts neither rl!COIDmca.d• tions· nor Q01:1dusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI !lnd Is loan ml 10 your 1ge11cy;
it and its conte11.ts are not lo be distr:lb11ted outside y01.lf ageaey.
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07/21/96

,Paa:e•~d~- be
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f
~ould not provide any additional
information regarding the explosion. They were adviseg that if
they recall any other information/observations related to the
explosion to recontact the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
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At approximately 7:45
!observed a 25-foot
(approximate) inboard high speed boat go out of the Moriches
inlet, direction unknown, prior to the balls of flam.es in the
sky, ~~~~~did not_ remember seeing_ the boat after the flames
but recalled a White male and White female being on board the

f""\-111\f

speed boat (no fUrther descriptions given).
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Date of 1ranscriptkm

On Jul

22

1996
e o
interviewing
furnished

a

the
On July 1?, 1.996, .,,.__ _~

to two miles east of Smith
8:30 pm and 8:45 pm,
a flare-like object

I

FLO).

a

mately one

~)'ll!!fflit"ii:llel!"'ffl Between
s looking sou
e observed

01.nt

I

J=lescribed the F

J;

as reddish-

white in color ascending j a straight line at
a'c]act
angle (from perpendicular} from his vantage poi . ~~-=~
immediately faced back towards the shore (northwa. At t a t
time,!
Idirected I
!attention back to!the southeast
where he observed an explosion at approximately one to two
thousand feet which he described as two house-sizes in diameter.
]advised that as the explosion quickly descended, it
separated into two reddish-orange sections.f
)continued to
observe the two sections until he lost sight of them in the
ocean. j
advised that the explosion was bright enough to
l i ~ u p the sky and the ocean. Approximately one minute after
_ l o s t sight of the explosion, he heard a thunder-like noise
which lasted from one - two seconds in duration.

I

I

I

I

stated that he did not see the FLO's point of
~ • its termination point, nor a smoke trail. Additionally,
L____Jdid not observe any boat traffic.

IMOruD.

p..._ ·'f11m
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was

the interviewing Agents and the
c.._ _ lthen furnished the following

a vised of the
purpose of the
information:

17, 1.996 ,I

Jwas on a boat lac
New Yor''k-.-Al=~.•··

On

Gun Dock

Mo

ed at Great

At approximately 8:45 pm_._~~_,,looked
sout east above the dune line and noticed what appeared to be a
rocket ascending' straight up. The rocket was silver in color
with sparks coming out of the end. j
!estimated the distance
to the rocket location was 3-4 miles.I
pbserved the rocket
ascending for a lengthy period of time and then develop into a
whitish glow. The glow then turned into a massive burst of

reddish flames which descended towards the ocean.
At no time didj
lsee a smoke trail from the
ascending rocket and theorized that a small aircraft was
involved.
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.,
On Jul

22

Dateoftruscriplion

? /24/96

1.9
was

e

in erv-1e ing

e . ',,--~~-!w,as informed ·of
and furnished the following

lhad gone,..,...,,.....i.,,._.,;-obert Moses Beach, Field
number 5 •o-n~J;u~ly-~17, 1996.';--;:;=,,-.,,..,,~arrived at the beach a little
after 6:00PM. I
Jsaid that t atproximately 8:30PM, he saw
a flash out of the corner of his eye.
!said that at the
time this occurred, the sun had goneOwn beyond the horizon but
there was still light in the sky.

J

(was looking directly out to the water when he

saw thelash.

He initially thought that it could have been a

camera flash going off or a lightning bolt in the distance.
!said that the flash came from s0utheas-t of hi-s position.

I

I

lsaid that when he looked in the direction of

the flash, he saw a small white star point followed by a fineline smoke trail. The smoke trail may have been slightly wavy at
the edges.
jwas rmsure of the distance of thi_s ?bject but
i-M~ia-llT tlrol!{fft that it hatl occtrned on ftig si&:! Of t.be
·
·
horizon.
lsaid that the star point and the smoke trail
were arching in a north easterly direction. Wh.enj
j
observed the star point, it was on a downward arch.I
~aid
the white star point was brighter than the smoke trail which
followed it.

I

L----'initially thought that this star point was some
type of flare. The star point disappeared and two-three seconds
later!
jsaw a bright orange ribbon slash across the sky at
point. The orange ribbon appeared to
slashing toward
I This event seemed to last two - three secopds and then
t e o Ject began dropping, straight down-I
~aid the
object was orange/red in color and seemed to be rotating and
turning end over end as it descended.,,__ _~~•said the object
appeared more "wayy and fiery" as it descended beyond the
horizon. I
I did not see the object strike the surface of
the ocean.

s:ma
I t:e
______

be

-'-'7/,_,2,._,2,_,./.,_9,c6_ __yu --L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
File#

265A-NY-259028

~~\
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I {Af ameg)
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Dale dictated

~?e</..:2'-".3:.!./..c'.90:,6_ _ _ __
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7 /22/96

c.,.____,said that earlier in the evening, he had

,....<:~s.,.e~ry~~"ifi1-

an unusual boat operating about 200 yards off-:.shore.

,,gly

L..,==~~_,jdescribed the boat as a: "o]d
iron-hulled -trawler"
out widred feet in length.
_said that he noted the
boat because it appeared unusua. It was a trawler bu~ had no
outriggers and the railing and cabin appeared rusty and decrepit.
The hull of the boat was white and the bow was very round .

I_

._____,jdid not observe the name of the boat and did
not see any person on the boat.

I

I

provided two diagrams which he had made
representi"_n_g_E_h_e---'events he observed the night of July 17.
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Date of llallSCriplion

72, tele hone

7/29/96

home

ocia Security Account
er SSAN)
interviewed at his place of employment and was
advised oft

identities of the interviewing agents and the

nature of
e interview, which was to ascertain his knowledge and
observati ns of the evening of July 17, 1996. Thereafter,!
I
provi,~the following information:

!

lstated that at approximately 8:30 pm to 8:35 pm,
on July?, 1996, he was sitting on his pool diving board looking

at the sky from behind his house, facing and looking in a
southwesterly direction, when he observed what appeared to be
five or six shooting stars, white i~ color, with 20 to 30 feet
white tails trailing behind. I
_further stated that the
shooting stars ~ w n one after another approximately two
seconds apart.
advised that the shooting stars fell one
after another except or two which fell together; however, all
were white in color. f
~tated that the total time duration
of the stars in his sight b e f o r ~ e r e out of sight was
approximately 15 to 20 seconds.
urther stated that the
shooting stars seemed to travel ram t e northeast to the
southeast at an BO~ee angle (approximately), three miles away
from his 16cation.
stated that he saw no smoke and heard
no noise, as the sooting stars travelled southwest over the roof
at his house and over the~
developments disappearing
from sight.I
!advise that he saw nothing go from the ground
up and that the shooting stars moved quickly across the sky, each
one in sight for only a second.

I
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PETITION
I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident Investigation of TWA 800 .
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of
the National Tran-rtatlon Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable
Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800

The TWA 800 Project, June 9, 2013

Name John Desmond

Signature

date: June 10,2013

(Titles, qualifications): IFFA/IAM Accident Investigator- TWA FB00 Cabin Interiors

l________

Address: .

(b)(6)

...J.._ __

========--

l(b)(6)

Email address:
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PETITION
I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of
the National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable

cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project, July 15, 2012

Name

\{az,N.Ot->.

date:

'9- .J-e..--i-

L · G~Signature

('3

(Titles, qualificationsl:
Address:

D~~

Nr:;;fi Yv\"=""e,e,«, (9e:>3 -e,4-

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Email address:

'=========~-----
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PETITION
I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800.

Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of
the National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable

Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project, July 15, 2012

Name
date:

tJ/-rM,~:r
s>/- /

V.

,#/_?signature

7 -; .J

(Titles, qualifications):
6

Address:

w~,,_,
&(.i

~-·f',,

~<

_J~~(b-)(__)- - - - - - - - - - ~
b)(6)

Email address: .
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FINDINGS
I. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path, just after
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris was high-velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or event in the official low-velocity
fuel-air explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external event
4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Roeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.
5. Roth the CIA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge from the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions of the early crash sequence.

6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this investigation was conducted. There were numerous
violations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.

7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code offederal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBl's investigation.

8. The NTSB's probable cause determination for the crash ofTWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witnes5 statements, or other facts.

I
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ert /\. Young
Dir::t.~r _fFlight Safety,_·_1hin~wor!d Airli~es

Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist d lg.dependent lnvestig.ator
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PETITIO"I
I hereby petition nhe "NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800. Please add my name and
petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification ofthe National Transportation S,1fety
Board's. Finding and determination of the probable ca1Jse ofTW /\ Flight 800.
The TWA 800 Project

Name

< olu1; dl ~ 0f.tC:til kr~;gna '

Addres (b)( 5 )
Date:

q/ ,!}/
J

l
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TWA Flight 800 Petition
I hereby petiti~n__ the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800 ,

_c___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - ~

Please add -~y-~~me as petitioner to the Peti_tion for the Reconsideration and Modification of the National Transportation
Safety B_~ar~'s Finding and Determination of the Probable__~ause for the Crash TWA ~lig~t_S~_O

fmm.!

----!--------

•

Adress

6
(b)( )

_1Vor pea_ !ucstc_ /~--~

Signature

Pho-n-~-#

>~z0~
'

b)(6)

'f, '/ /

l(b)(6)

.sc,T-

(b)(6)
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FINDINGS
I. The explosion that caused the crash wa~ external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path,just after
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
acceleraned thiis debr~s was high... n!iocirny, ai detonation. No mechanism.,,, evr..'llrli icn ili€ o-ffic~ali iow-vePocity
fuel-air exptosW'IJ theory can ac.:€l'Uffl fm th.is 1adar e11ide11ce.

3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts arc consistent with an external event.
4. The CTA produced an inaccurate crash animation, whhout consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
marmfoch11n,:ir. Tho.: group at ilie CL'\, ~oo prodw.:ed the an)maiioo w;eH: ~ qmaHfrt:d 1u sim~late <li~rnft
flight JYdthS.
S. Both !he CIA andNTSB aash sequmce simulations are ttlaccUFaie since they diverge from the 1adatr
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions ofthe early crash sequence.

6. There remain sjg»ificam: aniomal~s in the w;iy this investigation was conducted. There wtte mllml!'OUS
violations of cmitomary !Did normal investigai:ive protocol, which Me contrary to the prOYisKms set forth i:n
title 49 CFR 330 and NTSA Roord mders.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBI's investigation.
8. The NTSB's probable cause de1ermtnatio11 for the crash of TWA FHghi 800 is not supported by the

physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (Retired)

- - · - · - - - - - · - - - - -------------·
RobertA. Ymmg
Former Director of Flight Safety, Transworld Airlines

----------------------------------- ----Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent Investigator
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PETITION
I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation ofTWt-\ 300. Please add my name and
pethioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification ofthe National Transportation Safety
Board's. Finding and determination of the probable ca11se of TWA Flight 800.

The TWA 800 Project

N,m,&ld
Address:47_~-~---=--~~------~-

C?'-

2_-

oate: __________ ./-- _____ _v'f

L.,,2--/
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TWA Flight 800 Petition

I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the a~cldent investigation of TWA 800,

-

Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of the National Transportation

Safety Board's Finding and Determination of the Probable Cause for the Crash TWA Flight 800
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TWA Flight 800 Petition

! hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA-800
.
-----

.--------

----

----

I---·--·

_PJease add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of the National Transp~rtation
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- --------------------
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Safety Board s Finding and Determination of the Probable Cause for the Crash TWA Flight 800__

Name

fhon~#

Adress
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TWA flight 800 Petillo~

r- -- -- ! hereby petition the NTSB to reopen -·~h~~~cid~~~--~~~:stig:ation of TWA S00.

---

--------------~---~
i'

I
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Please add my name 35 petitioner
tD the PeCltkm ·for the Aeconslder:ation Md M1Jdification of the N<:1tiom1!
T!rcan:sp<Jrtutinra
--------- --- --- ---· ----- ------- r··- ------- - --------
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S~fety Baard .s Finding and Oetermitrniion of the Probable Cause for the Crash ·rwA Fli1r:ht 800
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TWA FHght 800 Petition
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On Fri, Aug 24, 2012 at 4:54 AM, Ride cartton wrote:

Hi friends -

I have received an alternate form and method for submitting the
TWA-BOO petition.
This subject Is very Important to many of us In aviation, and there
are many mysteries surrounding this •crash" and Investigation. I am
urging you to take this small step to insure that justice has been
served. Ours Is In the mail.
Many thanks,
Rick Carlton
METHOD 1:

Copy, print, fill out this short form, add address, phone#, e-mail,
etc., and snail mail to BIii Smith.
I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident
Investigation of TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the
Reconslderatton and ModHicatlon of the National
Transportation 5afety Board's Findings and Determination of
the Probable Cause far the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project
Slgnatur~

-

date: _

51{

,

1il.u/s L-

___.st,._,/,-ca~'i_,_/.,_/~:a,-~------

Addr~-

----<-1M(

•

6
)

:

United Airlines Captain (retired), etc.

::

You are welcome to add any other title or degree like former Navy or
Air Force Pilot, Flight Surgeon, SClentific titles or degrees, etc.
anything that would indicate that you are knowledgeable and
experienced in aeronautics and the associated fields, which would
indicate that you understand the subject and disagree with the
findings. It would not be helpful to make political comments on this
form, so resist the urge.
Add your address and phone number or email address.
METHOD 2:

http://zimbabwe-embassy.us./downloadsNisa%20Application%20Forrn. pdf
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8/23/2012

I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident
investigation of TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for
the Reconsideration and Modification of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Findings and
Determination of the Probable Cause for the Crash of
TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project
July 15, 2012
Signature

Name

;~RE j) E f-. , c.J<, r, M e'/E f(
date:

?s / ().3 /

:J.,c> Id-

United Airlilies Captain (retired)
b)(6)
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PETITION
I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800,

Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of
the National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable
cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800

The TWA 800 Project, July 15, 2012

h

C lE
Signature
1-cc::Z..__:__ _
date:, _ __,_fo_.:.l.:"'":_·:..._-Z__:l__,,_--2-C
_ _r_-.:.

United Airlines Captain (retired}
b)(6)
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I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800.
Please add my name as Petitioner for the Reconsideration and Modification of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable Causes for the Crash
of TWA Flight 800.
The TWA 800 Project
July 15, 2012

fu# Re

Name Harold C. Lloyd, Jr. Signature<--4
United Airlines Captain (retired)
USAF Fli t Examiner Pilot Colonel (retired)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

ell

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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~ t e August 25, 2012

FINDINGS
1. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path,just after
flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris was high-velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or event in the official low-velocity
fuel-air explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external event.
4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.
5. Both the CIA and NTSR crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge from the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions of the early crash sequence.
6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this investigation was conducted. There were numerous
violations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB an owed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBI's investigation.

8. The NTSB's probable cause determination for the crash of TWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

--····----------Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (Retired)
Robert A. Young
Former Director ofFlight Safety, Transworld Airlines
Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent Investigator
I
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TINA F!oght 800 Petition

Please 1:1dd my 11:ame as petitioner to the PetitJ.on for the Retonslder:ation and Modification of the National Tr:ansport..ition

~~fety_8oi!;d,:;-Fi~dln~;nd-~t~rmin~·ti~~-~f-~he
Prnbabl~-Qi~; for the Cr,1sh TWA Flight 800
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I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of
TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the
Reconsideration and Modification of the National Transportation
Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable Cause for
the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project
July 15, 2012
Name

de,, <'1$-

E:: .

~b

Signature~;%
date:
k

ap-qw,

@- -

George E. Nolly, Captain, UAL, Retired

Doctor of Business Administration
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I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation
of TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the
Reconsideration and Modification of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of
the Probable Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project.
Aug 23, 2012
Name:Dav~tt
Signature
date: ~;,.,:,!=12=

7

~6'&

~

United Airlines'Cantain 'retired)
b)(6)
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Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (retired)

FINDINGS
1. Toe e:,cploslon that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.

2. FM radar Sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendiOJlar to the flight path, just after Flight
600 lost electric.al power. A ballistics analysis of tt,is debris plume stlows that the explosion that accelerated
ti1is debtis was high-velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or e'lent in the official low->;elodty fuel-air
explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external e"ent.

4. The CIA produced an Inaccurate aash animation, withotlt consulting with Boeing, the aircra~ manufacturer.
The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft flight paths.
5. Both the CIA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge From the radar tracked
flight path and deviate From the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. Toe simulations do not match
the observations of the witnesses with desaiptions of the early crash sequence.
6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this lnvestlgation was conducted. There were numerous
violations of customary and nonnal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set fortt, in title
49 CFR 630 and NTSB Board orders.
.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their in'le.stigation

to be superseded by the FBfs investigation.
6. Toe NTSB's probable cause determination fur the crash of TWA Flight BOO is not supported by the physical
evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

Henry F. Hughes
NTSB 5en!or Accident Investigator (Retired)
Robert A. Young
Former Director of Flight safety, Transworld Airlines

Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent Investigator

(b)(6)

:cs· ·:

'
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% : t:

s rb)(6)

http://md03.wow.synacor.com/zimbra/h/printmessage?id= l 46820&xim= 1
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FINDINGS
I. The explosion that caused the crnsh was extcma1 to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar ,;ites recorded fast-moving debris Iha!. traveled perpendicular to the flight path_ just aflier
Flight 800 lost ckctr-ica1 power_ A ballistM:s analysis ofthis debris plume SOOIWS tlrat the explosK,n tJw
accdCJated this debris was high-vdodt}·. a delooabOII:. No mechanism or eYent in the official tow-vdociti·

fuel-air explosion theory- can account

fo; this radar evidence.

-

3. A significant number of credible cyc1,Yltncss accounts are consistent with an eX1emaJ event
4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, ·without consul!ing with Boeing the aircraft
manufactnrer. The group at the CIA who produced we animation were ooi qualified to simulate ,1ffcraft
flight paths.
5. Both lhc CIA and NTSB crash sequence simuianons are inaccurate since they diycrge from the radmtracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances nnposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the °"itnesses with descriptious of the early crash sequence.
6. There remain significan! anomalies in the way this im:estigation was conducted. There we;e nurnemus
,iolations of customary and normal im1estigative protocol, which are contrary to the prm-isions set forth in
tide 49 Cf'R 830 and NTSB Board orders.

7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federaJ regulations, the NTSB a11owed their
investigation to be superseded b}' the FBI's investigation.
8. The NTS:R's probable cause determination for the crash of TWA Flight ~00 is nOI: supported~- the
physica] e,,idencc, the wilncss statements, or other facts

Captain James Speer
Pilot and fonncr Airline Pilots Association Aircraft Crash lil\/estigator

/

-4)9PiiJ

.7

:6Jo9{m
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PETITION

I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident
investigation of TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the
Reconsideration and Modification of the National
Transportation Safety Board's Findings and
Determination of the Probable Cause for the Crash of
TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project

Name:
Signature:
Date:

August 29, 2012

Address:

Email:

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Certifications:
Retired FAA Aircrew Program Designee: B-747, B-737
Retired Standards Captain, United Airlines: B-747, B-737
Prior Lt., United States Coast Guard - Rescue Acft. Cmdr.
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The TWA 800 Project

I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the
Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of the National Transportation Safety Board's
Findings and Determination of the Probable Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800.

Name

George W. HoweH, Jr.

Signature

Date:_August 26, 2012
(b)(6)

Address:
·-i'itlc: (Captain, United Airlines (retired)
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FINDINGS
l. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the all'craft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path, just after
flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris was high-velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or event in the official low-velocity
fuel-air explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external event.

4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CIA wbo produced the animatioo were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.
5. Both the CIA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge from the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the obsen,ations ofthe witnesses with descriptions of the early crash sequence.
6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this in,vestigation was conducted. There were numerous
violations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBI'~ investigation.
8. The NTSB's probable cauge determination for the crash of TWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator {Re1ired)
Robert A. Young
Fonner Director of Flight Safety, Transworld Airlines

Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent Investigator

(b)(6)
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FINDINGS
1. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar silcs recorded fast•moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path, just after
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris was high•velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or event in the official low.velocity
fuel~air explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.

3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external even!.
4. The ClA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.
5. Both the CJA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge from the radar
tracked flight path and deviate fi-om the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions of the early crash sequence.

6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this investigation was conducted. There were numerous
violations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the cude of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBl's investigation.
8. The NTSB's prnhab\e cause determination for the crash of TWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

Herny F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (Retired)
Robert A. Young
Former Director of Flight Safety, Transwor!d A!rlines
Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent Investigator
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FINDINGS
1. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path, just after
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis ofthis debris plume shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris was high-velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or event in the official low-velocity
fuel-air explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.

3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external event.
4. The ClA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.
5. Both the CIA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge frnm the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions of the early cras;h sequence.
6. There remain significant anomalies in the way lhis investigation was conducted. There were numerous
Yiolations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.

7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBl's iiwestigation.
8. The NTSB's probable cause determination for the cra'ih of TWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

Henry F. Hughes
NTSO Senior Accident lnvestigator{Rctircd)
Robert A. Young
Fonner Director of Flight Safety, Transworld Airlines
Or. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent Investigator
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FINDINGS
I. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA, radar sites recorded fa5t-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path, just aft.er
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
acceferated lihis deb!fis was higb--ve[O(:iiiy, a de1iooa1Jroft. No mechanism rnr .:vem [11]1 the official bw-,.elocity

fuel-an' explosioo theory can aiu:oum for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external event.
4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
rmmufactuirer. Th.: grrn.Jp at !he CIA who prodm:ed the a,-imation were not qualHi,ed to s.ID"!ulaie air£rafi
flight paths.
5. Both Elli: CJA mtd NTSB crash seqwmce sim1.1latffi'rls arc inaccurate since they diverge fmm the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions ofthe early crash sequence.
6. There remain si-gniof,cant anomaHes fn lhe way this.,; ffl'vcstigati:on was conducted. Thcre were numerous
violations of rns1ornary and normal imeshgative prrn:ocol, which are cootrary to !he provisions set forth m.
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.
7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBI's investigation.
8. The NTSB's probable caus-e de,ermlllation for the crash of TWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witncss statcme-n1s, or other facts.

Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (Retired)
Robert A. Yoong

Former Director of flight Safety, ·rransworld Airlines
- - - - -···

-- · · - - · - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dr. Thoma~ F. Stalcup
Physicist and Jndependent Investigator
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FINDINGS
I. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular to the flight path,just after
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plwne shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris was high-velocity, a detonation. No mechanism or event in the official low-velocity
fuel-air explosion theory can account for this radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts are consistent with an external event.
4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CIA who produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.
5. Both the CIA and NTSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they diverge fi-om the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the wihlesses with descriptions of the early crash sequence.

6. There remain significant anomalies in the way this investigation was conducted. There were numerous
violations of customary and nonnal investigative protocol, which are contrary to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR 830 and NTSB Board orders.

7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in the code of federal regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBI's investigation.
8. The NTSB's probable cause determination for the crash of TWA Flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (Retired)
Robert. A. Young
lormer Director of Flight Safety, Transworld Airlines

Dr. Thomas F. Stalcup
Physicist and Independent lnvestig819~ 1
.
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FINDINGS
1. The explosion that caused the crash was external to the aircraft.
2. f AA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that traveled perpendicular 1D the flight path, just aft:ar

Flight 800 lost electrkal power. A ballistics analysis of this debris plume shows that the explosion that
a.:cel~Tated th.is debris was high---verm:My, a detonation. No mechanism ITT' even! IT! the official k,w-vii!loctfy'
fuel-air explosion theory .::.m <Wcoont for this- radar evidence.
3. A significant number of credible eyewitness accounts arc consistent with an external event.

4. The CIA produced an inaccurate crash animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group ai the GA who produced the animai.io~ wen: not quaHfie<l l{t simulaie airicrnft.
flight paths.
5. Both the ClA and N'JSB crash sequence simulations are inaccurate since they dinTge from the radar
tracked flight path and deviate from the tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The simulations do
not match the observations of the witnesses with descriptions of the early crash sequence.

6. The~ remain significan! anomalies in the way this investigation was conduded. Then; were rrwm:rm.is
violations of customary and normal investigative protocol, which are cmrtrary to thic provi.~ions so;t forth in
title 49 CFR 330 and NTSB Boord orders.

7. Contrary to legal directives set forth in !he code offederaJ regulations, the NTSB allowed their
investigation to be superseded by the FBI's investigation.
S. The NTSB's probable cfillse dcterminabon for the crash of l'W A flight 800 is not supported by the
physical evidence, the witness statements, or other facts.

------· · - - - · - -

Henry F. Hughes
NTSB Senior Accident Investigator (Retired)
Robert A. Young
Fonner Director of FHght Safoty, Transworld Airlines
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PETITION

I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident Investigation of TWA BOO.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification of
the National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable
cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800

The TWA 800 Project, June 9, 2013

Name Dc1id1115 F. SJ/"!"11/'ifl,J
date:

Jt.<,u,<

Signature

I,' ;;;/o/3

'

·••.,)

/h .., ;J

(Titles, qualifications): _1v-'--',s-,-'-''""
, 1.~1~"'---------------Address:

j.:'===========,~
(b)( 61
(b)(6)

Email address: ~~-----(_b_l(_6_)- - - - ~
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:TITIOK
hereby pet~tion the NTSB

to

reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800.

ease addl my name as petitioner to the Petition for the Reconsideration and Modification cf the Nai
ansportation Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Prrobable Ca11.11se for the Crash of T'Vl

,e TWA 800 Project

(b)(6)

le, Degrees, Certifications
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P'ETITIOII
I hereby petH::~on the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of TWA 800.

Please add my name as pet~tioner to the Petition for tke Reconsideration and
Modification of the National Transportation Safety Board's Findings and
Determination of the Probable Cause for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project

Name
date:

-

~

\ DN'I

\::..~,c..~~o~rJ~~-

Signature

9 - l..\ - I 1

~ § __!5!:_

•

~bJ(6l

i

I:& ()

A
U, of/\1\,.,.,~,oT;\ ,i<-<>'t (),?,{\fJ:JW~-, 1'-£\l~EO YILO"\"
'3i:?, 7D7, 0010' B·'J'-1?' -?~?-YOO
'>T~•~TD .. V11..0T
Title, Degrees, Certifications
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I hereby petition the NTSB to reopen the accident investigation of
TWA800.
Please add my name as petitioner to the Petition for the
Reconsideration and Modification of the National Transportation
Safety Board's Findings and Determination of the Probable Cause
for the Crash of TWA Flight 800
The TWA 800 Project
July 15, 2012
Signatur,~c_
date:
f,U.G,W:>T ~)\ , Z.0\-Z..
United Airlines Captain (retired)

I

I

(b)(6)

=1

I

(b)(6)

I ne I WA l!SUU

t'fOJeCt

July 15, 2012
Name Richard L. Carlton,___- : : - - - - - - - - - - -

;rpt,C~j~ "-

Signature
date:_August
23,2012,.,--------::---:-:---;--:-:--~----------United Airlines Captain (retired)

Name_Jill A. Carlton _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
'

L!

a:. '\(

Signature ?)N W, t¼22A 4 i J
date:_AugustP
23,2012:-:---::::-~=--=;:-;:==;_--------United Airlines Flight Attendant (retired)

I

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

I
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FINDINGS
l. The cxpiasim that caused the crrtSh was external. to the aircraft.

2. FAA radar sites recorded fast-moving debris that trave~ perpendicular to the flight path. just after
Flight 800 lost electrical power. A ballistics analysis ofthis debris plwne shows that the explosion that
accelerated this debris v.1;:.s high-velocity, a detonation. No rnechani.sm or event in the official low-velocity
fuel-air explosion tlteory can account for this radar evidence.
3. A sigtllflcant number of credible cyewimess a.ccounts al'e consistent with an extema:J event.
4. The ClA produced an inac,eurare era.sh animation, without consulting with Boeing, the aircraft
manufacturer. The group at the CiA wb.o produced the animation were not qualified to simulate aircraft
flight paths.

5. &3dh 11.e CU an,:il NTSfl c r a s h ~ ~ are maco.u--.de silice they diverge fium ibe radar
a-a.eked flight p.ath aad deviiae from die tolerances imposed by the FAA radar tracking. The sirm.dations do
not match the observatiotls ofibe wimesses with descrq,tio111s oft.be early crash sequence.
6. There rent.ain Significant anomalies in the way this investigation was c.onducted. There were numerous
violations of cu£tomary and normal investigative protocol, which are contr&y to the provisions set forth in
title 49 CFR &30 and NTSB Board orders.
7. Coimn-&ry oo iegaJ direirtives ...et furtn ffi die rode of fed,era! r ~ s , llhe NTSB alilowed their
IITT.vestigatioo ta be ~ by the FRl'.i iiRvestigalioo.
8. The NTSB's probable e,ans:e det.erminarion for me cra£b. of T\VA Flight 800 is oot supported by me

physical evidence, the wiUress. stareruems, or od:ier facts.

C,ptai,, l<ay ,...,.
Pilot aiad former Airlifie Pilots Association Aircraft Crash Investigator

The TWA 800 Project

/Jz~~~--01'2---z' .:'.AHR

Name~
date:_ Ac..,c:,

Signatu

_ (b)(6)

_ _ , b)(6)
United A'i

'----:-;-----------,,----::-------:::---:--::c-:-,---c-----o--,-~~=~

You are welc~e to add any other -tit\e or deg,;ee !!l•.e fom1~ Navv or Air Force Pilot, Flight Surgeon, Scientific titles or_degrees, etc.
anything th~t li'l'OUl<I indicate ttat you are lmowledgeable and experieOCed in aeronautics and th~ assodated_ ~ields, which would .
indicate that you um!lerstmd the subject @nd disagree -wlth the findings. It would not be: iletpful to make polibcal comments on this
form, so resist the urge.
Add y0ur ac!clress aAd ptaon,e flumttef or email ack!lress.

8/24/2012
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mayer David
17 Sep 2013 09:45:36-0400
Moye Melba
FW: TWA 800 movie
Petition for Reconsideration, The TWA 800 Project, 6-19-2013.pdf

Last one ...
From: Mayer David

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 12:22 PM
To: Chappell Sheryl; Bing Candi
Subject: FW: TWA 800 movie

Please enter this into CNS as a PFR. Thanks.
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From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Sind-Prunier Paula
16 May 2013 20:25:59 -0400
Mayer David;Bishop Jennifer;Delisi John;Chappell Sheryl
Klejst Stephen;Bury Karen
RE: TWA flight 800 Petition for Reconsideration

I had checked, and we had no record of it. However, not knowing who they addressed it to, we
can't know for sure. Even more so than any other mode, aviation petitions seem to come in
addressed to OAS or the IIC directly. If AS hasn't seen anything, then \Ve probably didn't receive
it.

Sent \Vith Good (\V\V\v.good.com)

-----Original Message----From: Mayer David
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 05:36 PM Eastern Standard Time
To: Bishop Jennifer; Delisi John; Sind-Prunier Paula; Chappell Sheiyl
Cc: Klejst Stephen; Bury Karen
Subject: TWA flight 800 Petition for Reconsideration
Tom Stalcup's group is expected to announce this summer that they have filed a PFR
with us for TWA flight 800. Of course we processed a petition from them about ten
years ago. But they have a new petition that has been widely available on the internet
for about 6 months or longer. I do not believe that we have ever received a copy of that
new Petition. Can you verify for me that this we have not received a Petition pertaining
to TWA 800 in recent months? Thanks.
David
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